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Dispensing of Controlled
Substances

The Federal Harrison Narcotic Act was originally passed in 1914 and
was designed to protect the health of the American people and to serve
as a source of tax revenue to the Government. Regulation No. 5 of the
Harrison Narcotic Act and subsequent treasury department decisions
concerned themselves with the practical application of this law.

In 1965, the Federal Food, Drug and Cosmetic Act was amended by
the passage of the Drug Abuse Control Amendments of 1965. Thus, the
combination of the Federal Harrison Narcotic Act and the Drug Abuse
Control Amendments of 1965 formed the basis for the control of the
majority of special drugs within the hospital environment. In 1970, the

Congress enacted the Comprehensive Drug Abuse Prevention and Con-
trol Act, which in effect, combined the Federal Harrison Narcotic Act
and Drug Abuse Control Amendments of 1965 and imposed stricter
controls over a large number of stimulant and depresant drugs. Thus,
the new law required the profession of pharmacy to devise new ways
to control a large segment of the medications dispensed.

COMPREHENSIVE DRUG ABUSE PREVENTION AND CONTROL

ACT OF 1970

The above act, also known as Public Law 91-513, and as the Con-
trolled Substances Act, has as its purpose to "amend the Public Health
Service Act and other laws to provide increased research into, and

yeriofclmug abuse and drug dendence; to p1deJitt
nd reLmbiU t i tipj of dngabusers and drug dependent	 ops

and to strengthen existingjaw enforceme	 toTty in the field of-

The Act is divided into four "titles" dealing with the following sub-
jects:

Title I	 Rehabiliation Programs Relating to Drug Abuse
Title ii	 Control and Enforcement
Title ill -- Importation and Exportation; Amendments and Repeal of

Revenue Laws
'i'ihc l\' - Report on Advisory Councils
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Title 1, Rehabilitation Programs Relating to Drug Abuse amends Part

I) Of the Community Mental I Iealt! Centers Act to include tinder its

provisions POISOnS with drug abuse anti drug r lecntIence problems.
Ili addition, it provides for increased budgetary allocations for drug
abuse education programs; fund i ng tor special projects for narcotic
addicts and drug dependent persons; broader treatment authorit y ill
public health service hospitals; and research under the Public Health

Service Act in drug use, abuse and addiction.

TWO II, dealing with control and enforcement is also known as the
Controlled Substances Act. In passing this Act, the Congress made the
following findings and declarations:

1. Drugs included under this title have a legitimate and useful medical
purpose and are necessary to maintain the health and general welfare of
the American people.

2. Illegal importation, manufacture, distribution, possession and improper
use of controlled substances have a detrimental effect o;1 the health and
welfare of the American people.

3. The manufacture, local distribution, and possession of controlled sub-
stances have a direct effect upon interstate commerce.

1. Local distribution and possession of controlled substances contribute to
the interstate traffic in such substances,

5. It is not a practical matter to attempt to differentiate between controlled
substances manufactured and distributed interstate and controlled sub-
starut:es manufactured and distributed intrastate.

6. Federal control of both types of traffic is essential.
7. The United States must establish effective control over domestic and

international traffic in controlled substances to be in compliance with
the Single Convention of Narcotic Drugs of 1961 to which it was a party.

In order to understand the contents of Title II completely, it is nec-
essary first to be familiar with the definitions contained within the text:

any individual who habitually uses any narcotic drug so as to en-
danger tInt public morals, health, safety or welfare, or who is so far addicted
to the use of narcotic drugs as to have lost the power or self-control with
reference to his addiction.

Administer: the direct application of a controlled substance to the body of
a patient or research subject by a practitioner or his agent or by the patient or
research subject at the direction and in the presence of the practitioner.

Ageiif: all person who acts on behalf of or at the direction of a
Ilia nufactu or, distributor or dispenser; exceptions being common contract car-
riers and .varehouse men.
. Com'rul: the addition of a drug or other substance, or immediate precursor,
to	 chedule under Part B of this title, whether by transfer from another
St	 Jule or otherwise.

ontioI/ec/ Substances. a drug or other substance, or immediate precursor,
oi:luded in Schedule I, II, III, IV or V of Part B of this title. The term does not
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iicliide distilled spirits. wine. malt beverages or tobacco, as those terms are
defined or used in subi ilk E of the Internal Revenue Code of 1P54.

(:oonlerfeil Subs/once: a controlled substance whose contaiuii:r or label has,
without aiilhorii.itiun, the identification of a prnclin.er other than the actual
producer.

Deliver or Lk'liierj': the actual. :uris!ructive. or attempted transfer of a con-
tr011i'(l substance, whether or not there exists an agenc y relationship.

Depressot?/ or Slim i/ant Subs/once:
a drug which contain an' quantit y of (1) barbituric acid or an y of the
salts of barbituric acid: or (2) an y derivative of barilituric acid which has
been designated b y the Secretar y as haint-forming under section 502 )d)
of the Federal Fond. Drug, and Cosmetic Act 121 U.S.C. :152(d)) or

I B)	 a drug which contains an y quantit y of (1) amphetamine or an y of its
optical isomers: (2) any salt of am phetamin r auisalt of an optical
isomer of amphetamine: or (3) any substance which the Attorney General,
tufter investigation, has found to be, and b y regulation designated as, habit-
forming because of its stimulant effect on the central nervous s ystem or

C)rica:iddiethvlaniide or
(B) any drug shih contains an y quantity of a substance which the Attorney

General, after investigation has found to have, and by regulation desig-
nated as having, a potential for abuse because of its depressant or stifl-
ulant effect on the central nervous s y stem ot its hallucinogenic iiffio:t.

Dispense: to deliver a controlled substance to an ultimate user or research
subject b y , or pursuant to the legal order of a practitioner, including the pre-
scribing and administering of a controlled substance and the packaging, la-
beling, or compounding necessary to prepare the substance for such delivery.

Dispenser:a practitioner who so delivers a controlled substance to an ultimate
user or research project.

Distribute: to deliver (other than by administering or (lispeflSiilg) a controlled
substance.

Distributor: a person who so delivers a controlled substance.
lJru: the same as that provided by section 201 (g) (1) of the Federal Food,

Drug, and Cosmetic Act.
Immediate l'recursor: a substance which

(A( the Attorne y General has found to be and by regulation designated as
being the principal compound used, or produced primarily for use, in
the manufacture of a cont rid led substance;

(B) which is an immediate chemical intermediary used or likely to be used
in the manufacture of such controlled substances: and

C)	 the control of which is necessary to prevent, curtail, or limit the manu-
facture of such controlled substances.

manufacture. , the production, preparation propagation, compoundi11g. or
processing of a drug or other substance, either directly or b y extraction from
substances of natural origin, or independently b y uiieanS of chemical synthesis
or b y a combination of extraction and chemical synthesis, and includes any
packaging or repackaging of such substance or labeling or relabeling of its
container: except that such term does not include the preparation, compound-
ing, packaging, or labeling of a drug or other substance in conformity with
applicable state or local law b y a practitioner as an incident to his aduninis-
tration or dspensing of such drug or substance in the course of his professional
pril ti cc. The term ''man u fac:l ore r'' means a person whon maui ii facto res a drug
or other substance.

Manufacturer: a person who manufacturers a drug or other substance.
Marihuana :all parts of the plant cannabis so/no I.., whether growing or

S
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nut; the seeds thereof; the resin extracted from an y part of such plant; and
every compound, manufacture, salt, derivative, mixture, or preparation of such
plant, its seeds or resin. Such term does not include tic, mature stalks of such
plant, any other compound, manufacture, salt, derivative, mixture, or prepa-
ration of such mature stalks (except the resin extracted therefrom), fiber, oil,
or cake, or the sterilized seed of such plant which is incapable of germination.

- 'arcolic Drug: means any of the following, whether produced directly or
indirectly by extraction from substances of vegetable origin, or independently
b y means of chemical synthesis, or by a combination of extraction and chemical
synthesis,

(A) opium, coca leaves and opiates.
(ii)	 a compound, manufacture, salt, derivative, or preparation of opium, coca

leaves or opiates.

(C) a substance (any compound, manufacture, salt, derivative, or preparation
thereof) which is chemically identical with any substance referred to in
(A) or (B) above. Excluded are decocainized coca leaves or extracts of
coca leaves which do not contain cocaine or ecgocmine.

Oppc: any drug or other substance possessing an addiction-forming orcd.
diction-sustaining liabilit y similar to morphine or being converted into a drug
having such capabilities.

Opium Popp y: the plant (excluding the seeds) of the species f'apac'cr soiic-
ni/erotic L.

\yPractuioner: a physician, dentist, veterinarian, scientific investigator, phar-
niacy, hospital, or other person licensed, registered or otherwise permitted, by
the United States or the jurisdiction in which he practices or does research, to
distribute, dispense, conduct research with respect to, administer, or use in
teaching or chemical analysis, a controlled substance in the course of profes-
sional practice or research.

Production: includes the manufacture, planting, cultivation, growing or har-
vesting of a controlled substance.

Ultimate User: a person who has lawfully obtained and who possesses, a
controlled substance for his own use or for the use of a member of his Ecccuselco!d
or for an animal owned b y him or a member of his household.

AUTHORITY TO CONTROL

Part B of Title 11 authorizes the Attorney General to apply the pro-

visions of this title to the controlled substances listed within Section

202 of this title and (a) add to such a schedule or transfer between such

schedules an y drug or other substance if he finds that such material

has a potential for abuse, and (b) remove any drug or other substance

from the schedules if he finds that the drug or other substance does

not meet the requirements for inclusion in any schedule. In making

these decisions, the Attorne y General is required to give consideration

to the following factors;

1. The drug's or other substances' actual or relative potential for abuse.
2. Scientcfc evidence of its pharmacological effect, if known.
3. The state of current scientific knowledge regarding the drug or other

substance.nec.

-1. Its history and current pattern of abuse.
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\\ hat , ii JaY. risk tijete	 h.

6 Its psvLhiC or physiologic depe.iulelice liability.

7. 
\Vhther the substance is an immediate precursor of a substance already

uniter 11li q litle.

The Attorne y ( iieral ma y disregard the requirements of this title

and control aiiv drug or substance if control of suc h IS required by

United States obligations a rider international treatie s , conventions or

protocols. He Illav also, without regard to the findings required b y this

title. place an immediate precursor ill 	 same schedule in which the

controlled substance of which it is all 
precursor is placed

or ill an y otherschedule with a higher numerical designation. Excepted

is the drug dexlrometliorphan although the cxci risiondry wording

allows for its ;ontrol at some future time if such becomes necvssoi y.

SCI1ORCONTROLED SUBSTANCES

The ke y section of Public Law 91-513 is Section 202(a) for s itirin it

is created the five schedules of controlled substances known as Sched-

ules 1. 11. Ill, IV and V. The listings within each schedule must be

updated and repuhlislied one y ear after the date of enactment and

annually thereafter.

Except where control is required by a United States obligation, a drug

or other substance may not he pldced ill 	 schedule unless the find-

ings required for each schedule are made with respect to such drug or

other substance. The findings required for each of the schedules are as

follows:

(1) SCHEDULE 1
(A) The drug or other substance has a high potetiliat for abuse.
(H) The drug or other substance has no currentl y accepted nndn.il use

in treatment in the United States.

(C) There is a tack of accepted safet y for use of the drug or other substance

under medical so perv 5(011.

(2) SCHEDULE II
(A) The drug or other substance has a high potential for abuse.
01 The drug or other substance has recurrently a .e1jted medical use in

treatment in the United States or a currently accepted mnedh l use

with severe restrictions.
(C) Abuse of the drug or other subs:ancos may lead to se re pS\ ho-

logierl or phvsica I
SCHEDULE III
)-\) The drug or other substance has a potential for abuse less than the

or other substances ill 	 I and 11.

(B) the drug or other substance has a i.urrentiv accepted imredh.al use in

treatment ill 	 United States.

(C) Abuse of the drug or other substance maw lead to moderate or loss

physical dependence or high psvchotogical dependence.
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(4) SCHEDULE IV
(A) The drug or other substance has a low potential for abuse relative to

the drugs or other substances in schedule Ill.
(B) The drug or other substance has a currently accepted medical use in

treatment in the United States.
(C) Abuse of the drug or other substance may lead to limited physical

dependence or psychological dependence relative to the drugs or
other substances in schedule 111.

(5) SChEDULE V
(A) The drug or other substance has a lo' potential for abuse relative to

the drugs or other substances in schedule IV.
(B) The drug or other substance has a currently accepted medical use in

the United States.
(C) Abuse of the drug or other substance may lead to limited physical

dependence or psychological dependence relative to the drugs or
other substances in schedule IV.

(c) Schedules I, II, Ill, IV, and V shall, unless and until amended pursuant

to section 201, consist of the following drugs or other substances. by whatever
official name, common or usual name, chemical name, or brand name desi-
noted.

REGISTRATION REQUIREMENTS

Part C of this title describes the registration of manufacturers, dis-

tributors and dispensers of controlled substances. Generally, it author-
izes the Attorney General to promulgate rules and regulations and to

charge reasonable fees relating to the registration and control of the
manufacture, distribution and dispensation of controlled substances.

Every person falling into one or more of the above cited areas must

obtain annually a reg istration issued by the Attorney General. Exempted

from registering are the following:

1. An agent or employee of any registered manufacturer, distributor,

or dispenser of any controlled substance if he is acting within the

usual scope of the business or employment.

2. A common or contract carrier or warehouseman, or an employee

thereof, whose possession of the controlled substance is in the

usual scope of his business or employment.

3. An ultimate user who possesses such substance for his own use
or for the use of a member of his household or for an animal

owned b y him or a member of his household.

Since the new law went into effect, the Internal Revenue Service and
the Food and, Drug Administration are no longer issuing a registration

authorizing a person or firm to handle controlled substances. Re-0istra-

tion with the Bureau of Narcotics and Dangerous Drugs (BNDD). now

DEA, became effective with the new law. (Sec footnote, p. 330)
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the cegsraiion fee-, are as follows

manufacturer (includes repackers arid relabelers) .............. S50
Distributor (wholesalers) ..................................... 25
Importer or Import Broker. Forwarder ......................... 25
Exporter or Export Broker.forwarder ......................... 23
Foreign Firm (manufacturing for importation into the U.S.A.) . . 	 25
Retail Pharmac y	............................................
Hospital and Clinic	 ......................................... 5
Practitioner ................................................. 5
Researcher .................... .................. ............	 S
Anal y tical Laborator y	.......................................5
Teaching Institution ......................................... 5

The Attorne y General may, in accord with the rules and regulations
promulgated by him, inspect the establishment of a registrant or ap-

plicant for registration.
Registration may he granted to the applicant if the Attorne y General

determines that such registration is in the public interest. The following
are some of the factors that are considered in determining the public

interest:

1. Maintenance of effective control against diversion of the con-
trolled substances into other than legal channels:

2. Compliance with applicable state and municipal law;
3. Prior conviction record of the applicant;
4. Past experience in the distribution of controlled substances:
3. Such other factors as ma y be relevant to and consistent with the

public health and safety.

REGISTRATION EXEMPTION FOR HOSPITAL HOUSE STAFF

When the Federal Controlled Substances Act became effective on
May 1, 1971 every physician was required to register with the Bureau
of Narcotics and Dangerous Drugs, now [lEA, in order to prescribe,
dispense and administer controlled substances. This policy applied to
interns, residents, and foreign-trained physicians working ill hospitals.
The unIv exception allowed was where a person administered or dis-
pensed controlled drugs as the emplo y ee of the registrant, such OS 0

nurse or intern working with in-patients in a registered hospital.
The problem this policy caused soon became apparent in that interns.

residents and foreign-trained ph ysicians had to obtain I3ND[3, now IJEA,
registrations even though their occasion to use the registration was

limited to the times the y prescribed controlled substances in the enier-
gency or ambulatory clinics. To alleviate this situation, all
procedure was developed which allowed the temporary or provision-

all y licensed doctor to prescribe controlled substances without an in-
dividual registration with DEi\.
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Under the new policy, the intern, resident or foreign-trained physi-

cian does not have to register individually but may use the hospital's

registration number for writing prescriptions, provided that the hospital

complies with the following:

First, the hospital has the responsibilit y for verif y ing that the intern, resident

or foreign-trained physician may lawfully write prescription while working in

the hospital.
Second, the hospital must assign a code system which designates individual
physicians using the hospital's registration number. This code serves as the

intern's, resident's or foreign-trained physician's individual number in lieu of

the DEA" registration number.
Third, the hospital must assure that the individual ph y sician uses the full

number assigned to him and not merely the code number which the hospital
added to its registration number to identify him. In addition, the physician
should have his name stamped, or typed, or hand-printed on the hospital's

prescription form.
Fourth, upon the request of an outside pharmacy, law enforcement agenc y , or

other registered person seeking to verify the authorit y of the prescribing in-

dividual practitioner, the hospital will determine whether or not the prescrip-

tion is written by one of its staff b y checking the name and code number of

the physician as requested against a current list of internal code numbers and

the corresponding individual practitioners.

SEPARATE REGISTRATION FOR INDEPENDENT ACTIVITIES

The following eight groups of activities are deemed to be independent

of each other:

1. Ntunuacturing (including repackaging and relabeling) controlled sub-

stances.
2. Distributing controlled substances.

3. Dispensing (including prescribing and aduitnistering) narcotic and non-

narcotic, and conducting research with non-narcotic, and conducting
instructional activities with narcotic and non-narcotic controlled sub-

stances listed in schedules II through V

4. Conducting research with narcotic controlled substances listed in sched-

ules II through V
5. Conducting research and instructional activities with controlled sub-

stances listed in schedule I.
6. Conducting chemical analysis with controlled substances in any sched-

ule.
7. Importing controlled substances.

8. Exporting controlled substances listed itt schedules t through 1\'.

A new agenc y . the Drug Enforcement Ad ni 1 strati nfl. we c rc,I I cii iii ide r Rcuttt
zaDon Plan No. 2 of 1973 which asunied the tutictiotis of various eiiforcemo.ni ,irtns of
the Department of ustice. including the Bureau of Narcotics and Dangerous Drugs
(BNDD), and the investigative fonctions of the Bureau of Cuslonis Effective (idle ii Is

Ioly 1, 1973.
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lveTY person who engages ill thin one group of indc1jcndent

ii tivitiCS must ohtiiiii aseparate egistration for ch grOut) of activities,

with the following exception s . Any person. when registered to nqage

in the group of activities described hereinafter shill be ,iuthori,.ed to

engage in the coincident activities, pro' ided that. unless specifically

exempted. he complies with all requirements and iluties prescribed by

law for	
registered to eiigage in such cuiiicidiit di.ti\ itir's: Fur

exam plc --

I	 \ 1 irsoii rigIturE'(l ti) iii iiriiifacture or import my i;ontrolti'd suhstinci

or Ijiso i laSS ii	 uutrolinii siibstaiiie shall ho authorized to distribute

that substance or iliss which he is not registered to irauufature or

iniport.

2	 .\ person ri'gistired t	 unofacture any iontrolll substance listed ill

scheduhs II throughV shall be authorized to i.uiidiii.t i.lieuocal anus sis
and preclinii at esearch.iocluding quality "mad aiialvsls) isitli niriutic

and non-uiiriutic controlled substances listed ill those schedules iii is huh

he is authorized to manufacture.
3. Api'rsoil nximer-I to conduct research with a bask tlas of controlled

substances listed ill schedule I shalt be authorized to manufacture such

class if and to the ext p flt that such manufacture is set forth in the research

protocol filed with the application for registration.
4 :\ person registered to conduct chernical anali sis ivitli controlled sub-

stances shall be authorized to mamimilimi tore and iiipuit such substances

for anal y tical or instructional purposes. to distribute such 110stanceS to

O ther persons registered to conduct m:henncal anal y sis or instructional

activities and ti poisons exemptedtroui registration pirstimot to Section
301 20, to export sum:li substances to persons in otliercoiiotro's 1]erformnulg

chemical analysis or enforcing laws relating to controlled substances or
drugs in those countries, and to conduct instructional activities with

controlled substances.
person registered to conduct research with narcotic controlled sub-

stances listed in schedules II through V shall be authwized to conduct

rr'seari Ii with ion-narcotic 0 utrolled substances listm'cl in schedules II

through V.

One or more controlled substances listed in sclim'dules II through V

ma\' he included in a single regiStriitiuii to engage in any independent

activit y. Onl y one basic class of controlled substance listed ill schedule

I, and no controlled suhstances listed in other schedules. ma
y he in-

chided in a single registration, except that a regisiritmoii to conduct

chemical anal y sis with basic classes of control led substances listed in

schedule 1 ma y include more than one basic class and also controlled

substances listed in an y oilier schedule.

SEPARATE REGISTRATIONS FOR SEPARATE LOCATIONS

A separate registration is required for each principal place of business

or professional practice at one ph y sical location where controlled sub-
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stances arc manufacturered, distributed, or dispensed b y a person. An
office used by it practitioner (who is registered at another location)
where controlled substances are prescribed but neither administered
nor otherwise dispensed as a regular part of the professional practice
of the practitioner at such office and where no supplies of controlled
substances are maintained shall be deemed not to he places where
controlled substances are manufactured, distributed or dispensed b y a
person.

EXEMPTION OF AGENTS AND EMPLOYEES

The requirement of registration is waived for an y agent or employee
of a person who is registered to engage in any group of independent
activities, if such agent or emplo yee is acting in the usual course of his
business or employment. An individual practitioner who is an agent
or an employee of another practitioner registered to dispense controlled
substances ma y , when acting in the usual course of his employment,
administer and dispense (other than b y issuance of prescription) con-
trolled substances if and to the extent that SLICh individual practitioner
is authorized or permitted to do so by the jurisdiction in which he
practices, under the registration of the employer or principal practi-
tioner in lieu of being registered himself. For example, a pharmacist
employed by it hospital need not be registered individually to fill it

prescription for controlled substances if the hospital pharmac y is so
registered.

TIME FOR APPLICATION FOR REGISTRATION

Any person who is required to be registered and who is not so reg-
istered may apply for registration at any time. No person required to
be registered ma y engage in an y activity for which registration is re-
quired until the application for registration is granted and it

of Registration is issued to him.

EXPIRATION OF REGISTRATION

An y person who is registered may appl y to be re-registered not more
than 60 da ys before the expiration date of his registration.

At the time an y person is first registered, he will be assigned to one
of twelve groups, which shall correspond to the months of the Near.
The expiration dote of the registrations of all persons within an y group
will be the last day of the month designated for that roup. In assigning
any person tO a group, the DEA ma y select a group the expiration date
of which is less than I y ear from the date such person was registered.
If the person is assigned to a group which has an expiration date less
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than 3 months from the date on which the person is registered. the
registration will not expire until 1 year from that expiration date: in
all other cases, the registration will expire on the expiration date first
following the date oil which the person is registered.

APPLICATION FORMS

Individuals seeking registration under the Act are required to file
special forms. A person appl y ing for registration:

1. To manufacture or distribute controlled substances shall appl y on DEA
Form 225.

2. To dispense narcotic or non-narcotic, or to deduct research with non-
narcotic, or to conduct instructional activities with narcotic or non-nar-
cotic controlled sobstances listed in schedule II through V. shall apply
on DE.'\ Form 224.

3. To conduct research with narcotic controlled substances listed in sched-
tiles II through V. shall appl y on DEz\ Form 225.

4. To t:ctncluct research with a controlled substance listed in schedule I,
shall apply on DEA Form 225, with two copies of a research protocol
describing the research project attached to the Form.

5. To conduct instructional activities with a controlled substance listed in
schedule I, shall appl y as a researcher on flEA Form 225 with two copies
of a statement describing the nature, extent and duration of such instruc-
tional activities attached to the Form.

6. To conduct chemical anal ysis with controlled substances listed in any
schedule, shall apply on UEi\ Form 225.

7. To import or export controlled substances listed in any schedule, shall
apply on flEA Form 225.

Applications for registration must include all of the information
called for in the form, unless the item is not applicable, in which case
this fact must be indicated. In addition, each application, attachment,
or other document filed as part of an application, shall be signed by
the applicant, if an individual: by a partner of the applicant, if part-
nership: or by an officer of the applicant, if a corporation, corporate
division, association, trust or other entit y. Another person may be au-
thorized to sign for the applicant, if proof of authorit y (e.g. general
power of attorney) accompanies the application.

MODIFICATION IN REGISTRATION

An y registrant may request a modification of his registration b y sub-
mitting a letter of request to the Registration Branch, Drug Enforcement
A gency, Central Station. Washington, D.C. 20005. Each letter of request
for modification must be signed and dated by the same person who
signed the most recent application for registration or reregistration.
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INVENTORY REQUIREMENTS

Every registrant, other than an individual practitioner, must on the
day he is first registered and every two years thereafterr, make a corn-
picte and accurate record of all stocks of controlled substances under
his control. The record must indicate the date on which the inventory
was taken and whether taken at the close or opening of business; be
signed by the person responsible for the taking of the inventor y : and
be maintained at the location appearing on the registration for a period
of two years.

ractitoner" means a ph ysician, dentist, vet-The term 'ji,'iL
erinarian, or other individual licensed, registered, or otherwise per-
mitted by the United States or the jurisdiction in which he practices,
to dispense a controlled substance in the course of professional practice.
but does not include a pharmacist, a pharmac y , or an institutional
practitioner.

Under the law, a registered individual practitioner is not required to
keep records with respect to narcotic controlled substances listed in
schedules II through V which he prescribes or administers in the lawful
course of his professional practice. However, he must keep records with
respect to such substances that he dispenses other than by prescribing
or administering. A registered individual practitioner is not required
to keep records with respect to non-narcotic controlled substances
listed in schedules H through V which he dispenses in an y manner
unless he regularly charges his patients, either separately or together
with charges for other professional services, for such substances so
dispensed (e.g. when he substitutes his services for those of a phar-
macist).

In addition to the above, Section 307 (a) through (3) requires that,
after inventory, every registrant shall maintain, on a current basis, a
complete and accurate record of each substance manufactured, re-
ceived, sold, delivered or otherwise disposed of b y him. A perpetual
inventory is not required.

Furthermore, records to be kept must be in conformity with the reg-
ulations of the Attorney General; they must be maintained separately
from all other records of the registrant; the records of the non-narcotic
controlled substances must be in such form that information required
by the Attorney General is readil y retrievable from the ordinar y busi-
ness records of the registrant; and all records pertaining to this law
must be maintained for a period of two years.

\,,,^,r^^RIPTIONS

In studying The contents of Section 309 which follows, the reader is
urged to make constant reference to the Federal Food, Drug, and Cos-
metic Act Section 503(b).
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Section 309 provides the following requ iremet)ts:

1. Except vlit'ii dispensed directl y be a practitioner. othcr tlin a phariiic-

ist. to an ultimate user. no controlled stibstanci' in St IterltIle It. tvhitli
is a prescription drug as dc:iermiied under the Federal Food. Drug, and

Cosmetic .\ct. ma y be dispensed without prescription of a practitioner.

Drugs ma y he dispensed o il 	 oral prescription in an emergenc y sitou-

'	 lion.
:t. Prescriptions shall be retained in conformity with the requirements of

this law.
No prescription fur a controlled substance ill Schedule II may he iefilled.

5. Coiilrolleil substances in Schedule Ill or l\' ma y not be dispensed s itilout

a written or oral prescription in conformit y with Section SiLllb) of the

Federal food. Drug, and Cosmetic Act.
Ii. Such prescriptions may cot be filled or refilled more than 6 months after

/	 the date thereof or be refilled more than 5 times alter the date of the

prescription unless renewed he the practitioner.
7. No controlled substance in Schedule V which is a drug max be distributed

or dispensed other than fur a medical purpose.

Prescriptions filled with controlled substances in Schedule II must

he written in ink or indelible pencil and must be signed b y the prac-

titioner issuing them.

No prescription for a controlled substance in Schedule 11 ma y be

refilled and such prescriptions, as well as prescriptions for narcotic

substances in Schedules Ill, IV and V. must be kept in a separate file.

Prescriptions for controlled substances in Schedule II or IV may be

issued either orall y or in writing and ma\' be refilled if so authorized.

These prescriptions may not be filled or refilled more than 6 months

after the date issued, or be refilled more than 5 times after the date

issued. After 5 refills or after 6 months the practitioner ma y renew any

such prescription. A renewal should be recorded oil new prescription

blank and a new prescription number should be assigned to that pro-

script ion

OFFENSES AND PENALTIES

Part D concerns itself with a listing of prohibited acts, most of which

are familiar to the pharmacist. Examples include:

1. Dispensing controlled drugs without first becoming registered

2 R.tnoving, altering or obliterating a s y mbol or label required b

this title.

3. Refusing or failing to make, keel) or furnish any record, report.

notification, declaration, order or order forms. statement. invnh 'a

or information required under this title.

4. Refusing all
	 into an' premises or inspection authorized b

this title.
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Finally, the section provides for various penalties to be assessed for

the various violations and range from fines, imprisonment or both de-
pending upon the seriousness of the violation.

LABELING AND PACKAGING REQUIREMENTS

Labeling and packaging requirements under this law are cited in

Section 305 ('a), (b), (c) and (d). Cenerallv, jhcy require that containers

of controlled substances must meet the labeling requirements of the

Federal Food, Drug, and Cosmetic Act or the regulations to on pro-

mulgated by the Attorney General.

Each controlled sub3tance manufactured after December 1, 1971 must

have on its label a symbol designating to which sehedule it belongs.

The symbol will be a letter C with the Roman numeral I, II. III, IV or
V. This symbol will appear in the upper right hand portion of the label.
Manufacturers and other registrants will be given adequate time, to be

specified by regulations, in order to comply with the s ymbol require-
merits.

MODEL SET OF HOSPITAL CONTROLLED SUBSTANCES
REGULATIONS

The Controlled Substance regulations here set forth compl y with Title
II of the 'Comprehensive Drug Abuse Prevention and Control Act of
1970' and subsequent amendments or proclamations concerned with

the implementation of the Federal Law. The law is administered by the

Drug Enforcement Agency. This regulation deals specifically with

Schedule II substances which include drugs formerly known as Class

A narcotics, amphetamines, methamphietamines, and an y subsequent
additions.

Definitions:

I. "Order": The direction for the drug, strength and frequency of admin-
istration as written on the Doctor's Order Sheet of the patient's Medical
Record.

2. ''Prescription'': Time direction for time drug, strength, quantit y , and fre-
quency of administration as written on a prescription blank b a doctor
for dispensing by the Pharmacy.

3. "Administer'': The word "administer" is emplo yed when a nurse or other
properly qualified individual gives medication to a patient, pursuant to
the order of a qualified practitioner.

4. "Dispense": The word "dispense" is employed when a pharmacist gives
medication to a nurse or other properly qualified individual in accord
with the directions of a properl y written prescription..

5. ''Doctor'': is term is herein emplo y ed to indicate an individual who
has qualified for and has received a number from the Drug Enforcement
Agency.
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Cun!rof/r(l Drugs Requisition (Fig. 63) is used by the head nurse to order

drugs from the Pharmacy.
Duil v controlled Dn7gs Adminis!ralioil Foriii (Fig. 64) serves three pur-

poses: a 24-hour administration record for all Schedule 11 substances
ad ministered, allows space for inventory count for each nursing shift
and a section which serves as a record of losses and as a basis for review

of errors.

8. .IonthJi' Controlled Drugs Invenlor.i' (Fig. 651 serves as a monthl y dis-

pensing record for each nursing unit and receipt for Schedule II sub-

stances dispensed directl y from Pharmacy.

Registration

A. hOSPITAL
The hospital is registered with the Drug Enforcement Agency.

B. DOCTORS
Doctors (Practitioners), in order to prescribe narcotics for or order ad-

ministered (dispensed) to their patients in the hospital, must be licensed

to practice under the laws of the state and must be duly registered with

time flEA.
C. INTERNS and RESIDENTS

Interns and Residents who are attending patients in the hospital or hos-
pital clinics must obtain a license to practice medicine in this State.

According to the Federal Register, Vol. 36, No. 140, p. 13390. registration

requirements were waived to allow interns and residents to dispense and

prescribe controlled substances under the registration of the hospital b-

which they are employed, provided that:

a. Such dispensing or prescribing is done in the usual course of profes-

sional practice.

b. Such individual practitioner is authorized or permitted to do so by

the jurisdiction in which he is practicing.

C. The hospital which emplo ys him has determined that the individual
practitioner is so permitted to dispense or prescribe drugs by the

jurisdiction.
il. Such individual practitioner is acting onl y within the scope of his

duties within the hospital.
The hospital authorizes the intern, resident, or foreign ph'sician to
dispense or prescribe under the hospital registration and designates
a specific internal code number for each intern, resident, or foreign
physician so authorized. Tile code number shall consist of numbers
or letters, or a combination thereof and shall be a suffix to the hos-
pital's flEA registration number. Example: AM 1001 176-WH2.

A Hospital House Staff Identification card ma y be obtsined from time

Medical Staff Registrar and the L)EA number will be issued by the Phar-

macv upoti request.

ospital Control Procedures

A. RESPONSIBILITY for CONTROLLED SUBSTANCES in the hOSPiTAL
The administrative head of the hospital is responsible for the proper
safeguarding and the handling of controlled substances within the hos-

pital. Responsibilit y for the purchase, storage, accountabilit y and proper

dispensing of bulk controlled substances within the hospital is delegated
to the Pharmacist-in-Chief. Likewise. the Head Nurse of a nursing unit

6.
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is responsible for the proper storage and use of the nursing unit's con-
trolled substances.

B. PREPiIIIA TJO.V of ORDERS
All controlled substances orders and records must he t y ped or written i ll
ink orindelible pencil and signed in ink or indelible pencil.

C. ORDERING WARD STOCK CONTROLLED SUBSTANCES from //ic
PHARMACY
1. A requisition for ward stock controlled substances is completed by

placing a check mark opposite the name, strength, form of the con-
trolled substance desired. The completed form is then sent to the
pharmacy along with the empt y containers and the nurses inventory
sheet. Figure 63 is 

all
	 of this type of form.

2. Before an y new controlled substances are issued to a ward, the pre-
vious suppl y must be fully accounted for. Therefore, each request for
a new supply must be accompanied by the Daily Controlled Drugs
Administration Form shown in Figure 64. Whenever a new supply
of drug is issued, it is accompanied by one of these forms. This form
serves three purposes: a 24-hour administration record for all Sched-

Ward ________________ Code	 Dote

	

Each floor	 enittlnd 1. 2 000Io,nets of ,ach of 1 h. (OIlcan 9 I.ble, and 2 Unit, of If. n l eclabic,. Empty bath., .—pi
Iubao, alan 9 ,,,ih narcorc or barb,rUrato occcant,ng sheet. mast be rervared a rho pharmacy. AS other narcatCs cad
barb,IurcIe, mOOr be ordered (or ond ofurged to rh. patient, Tb.,. Opel ci narcotic and borb,hvrah, order, mo O r ha
occoerpan.ed by a pesar iprion.

	

109,.Coes	 .	 Ca.c .'• n..cc	 Pro.

25	 Codeine Sollare Table, IScr;

25	 1	 Codeno Sal late Tablet, 30mg

0	 1	 1 Cadone Sollorn 30 mg Taboo

10	 Codeine SIIor. 60mg Taboo

0	 Mydrorrrarplman. IDIaodid) 2 .9 Taboo

10	 Mydronmorphono 10 IcoddI 4 m Tobeo

10	 Meper,dne MCI SC erg Tobe.

10	 Mepem,d,rre HCl 75 rrmg Taboo

10	 Mnperid,n. MCI 100 erg Tobc

2$	 Meperdine MCI Tablet, SO req 	
a

0	 Morphine Siforn Smg Taboo

0	 Morphine Soiforn 10 erg Tmbe.

10	 Morphrne SaIfar, 5 rig Toben

10	 - I Verbadon HCl Ampn! 10 . 9 /l ml

IS	 Merhadon MCI Tablet, 5mg

5	 Peroodon Tablet,

= ---	 --
25	 L ChIornI Mpdmame Cap,ole, SOC mg

1	 Prirraba,b al n 1 nrron 50 rig len 20 en

25	 Penrabariral Capoi., SO erg

23	 Phenobarb,roi Toblel, 10 erg

25	 Seoobarbiral Capsales 50 reg

Fig. Q. Hec1unsI1lon lnlrrn for gvarct IUIk controlled substances
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PET[ IfNT RICH" HOSPITAL	 RY OF DAILY kEPORT
DAILY CONTROLLED Dei05 ADMINISTRATION IOM 	

'1r[![

_____	 •---h	 LI iii- t i-ijT rFTh

Fig. 64. Dail y Controlled Drugs AdrniniOratron Form

ole 11 substances administered. allows spar.e for I fl\ &'nlorv COO of for
each nursing shift, and a section which serves as a record of losses
and as a basis for review of errors.

3. Whenever a dose of it drug is lost or wasted oil 	 ward, the nurse
in charge must prepare a report to cover the incident . 'l'lirs IS accom-
plished by using it report form shown in Figure 66. This report
is prepared in duplicate and sent to the pharmacy along with the
nurse's account sheet and a request for a new suppl y ul drug. The
original is filed in the pharmac y and the duplicate is forwarded to
the Nursing Office.

D. DOCTORS 01WE/IS for AThJL\'IST/I,4 TlO.\' of (,'O.\'JJOLLED Mil 'CS
The doctors orders for the administration of ward stock otitrol I'd drugs
oust be written on tire doctors order sheet of the patient's chart. I however.
if the desired controlled drug is not on ward stock a complete controlled
drug prescription must be written oil hospital prescription blank. ']'lio
signed prescription must be sent 6) the pharmacy. A notation must then
he made oil 	 patient's chart by the doctor or nurse indicating I hat the
doctor's signature for the order is in the pharmacy.
A controllerl drug order must be irriIIpn by a /icen,cd p/n sician or 0

registen'd intern or resident.
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I	 T 4

ILHHH.

rTT
I	 I	 I

:L1
II

Fig. 65. Monthl y Controlled Drugs Inventory Form.

L LVFORM4TfOV lt'HlcII MLST APPEAR on (lie DAILY CONTROLLED
DRUGS ADMIA75TR,l TION SHEET
The lull informat ion required on the Daily Controlled Drugs Adminis-
tration Sheet (Fig. 64) is as follows:
1. Date

2. Amount given
3. Patients lull name
4. Patients hospital iumher
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REQUESt FOR REPLACEMENT
OF CONTROLLED SUBSTANCE LOSS OR WASTE ON WARDS

Date

Send Original and One Copy
TO PHARMACY

ml.
Name of Drug	 Quantity	 Tab.

ijtle No. _____________	 Narcotic Sheet No.

Explicit statement of what happened:

Signature of Nurse Making Report

Attested by Head Nurse or
Nursing Supervisor

Re ewed by Pharmacist

This report must be prepared in duplicate and sent to the Pharmacy. The signed
report is brought to the Pharmacy along with a requisition for a new supply of the
lost narcotic. The report will be signed by the Pharmacist on duty. The reports will
be retained in the pharmacy.
Form 248

Fig. 66. Controlled Substance Foss or Waste Form.
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F.

C.

VK_

5 Name of doctor ordering
6. Signature of nurse administering
The following information is requested for auditing purposes and is nut
required by Federal law:
1. Number of tablets or ml administered
3. Filing out inventory column (to be retained for Pharmacy).
DOCTOR'S SICNiI TUllE
The doctor's full name or initials are required on the doctors order sheet.
The doctor's full name is required on a controlled drug prescription.
In each of the above, the signature must be by the doctor's own hand.
PRO RE 1V11 TA (pert.) or SI OPUS 517/s.o.s.) ORDERS
A p.r.n. or s.o.s, order for controlled drugs must be discouraged except
under special circumstances.
TL'LEI'HONE ORDERS
A doctor ma y order a controlled drug by telephone in case of necessity.
The nurse will write the order on thedoctor's order sheet, stating that it
is a telephone order and will sign the doctor's name and her own initials.
The controlled drug may then be administered at once. The order most
then be signed bc/lie cloctorwith either his signature or his initials within
24 hours.
VERBAL ORDERS
A verbal order may he given b y a doctor in an extreme emergenc y where
time does not permit writing the order. The nurse must write the order
on the doctor's order sheet. The doctor must sign the order with either
his signature or his initials within 24 hours.
Oil DERLVG NON-flRD STOCK CONTROLLED DRUGS ti-em P/JAR-
MA C}'
Drugs which are not stocked on the nursing stations may be ordered from
the Pharmac y on written prescription only.
The amount of drugs sent to the nursing unit is the amount covered on
the prescription b y the doctors signature. If iliore is needed a new signed
prescription must be obtained. The prescription must have the following
information:

1. Patient's full name
2. Patient's address or hospital number
3. Date
4. Name and strength of drug prescribed
5. Total amount of drug to be dispensed
6. Registration number of the licensed physician
The prescription must be written in ink or indelible pencil. It shall not
bear erasures, or alterations of any kind.
A doctor ma y not write a prescription for controlled drugs for his own
use_
PIIESCRJJJIVG CONTROLLED DRUGS in the OUT-PA TIE,VT DEJ',4 It 7'-
ME.VT
Prescriptions for Schedule 11 and other controlled substances drugs may

be dispensed from Pharmac y and must include the follo'i ng information.

a.	 Patient's full name
S. Patient's address or hospital number
c. Date	 -.

ci. Na ne .mnd strength of drug prescribed.
a. Quantity of drug to be dispensed
1	 DE1\ number and signature of physician

g.	 Frequenc y and route of administration
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The prescription must be written ill 	 or indelible pencil and shii nil
bear cross outs or erasures. Discharge prescriptions fur Schedule II drugs

/ must be picked up by a registered nurse.
L/ DJSPE.VS1XG CO.\7'/?OLLED DIlL 'CS for /lO. t IE L 'SE ohcn PIi;1J?,tl. I C)'

15' CLOSED
occasionally patients who require drugs for use at home are disch,irgecl
from the hospital or released from the Emergency Ward during hours
scion the Pliarmicv is ilost:il. Whenever possible. a presi.riptioil sineii
b y a no'mher of tile staff who has a License to praL lice inedo ne and a
DE.\ number should be obtained.
\ staff physician whose DEA nuniber is issued to an outside office should
use his own prescription blank. If this is not available, then he must insert
his office address oil the hospital prescription blank. This will permit
the patient or his relative to purchase the drugs at all 1ihariiiam:v.
If no ph ysician is available, or during hours sviioii the local pharmacies
are closed, the following procedure is allowed, but 01115' as all

 MEASURE:
The attending doctor will calculate tile smallest amount of the drug
necessary to treat the patient until the Pharmacy Opens. He will write
a prescription for this amount and the nurse may dispense the med-
ication from her stock supply. The prescription will he presented to
the pharmac y the following morning for replacement of stock.

.\I P1?Oc.'EDL lIE in CASE of IVASTE. DES T/-i'L'CTJU\ CO.\'TASILVA TlO,\
E7'C.
1. l/ujiiol Port of .VonoIic So/w,0/ms L 'sod or Dose:

The nurse shall use the proper number of tablets or ampuls from
nursing sto k. She shall record the number of tablets or am pu Is used
and tile dose given in the proper columns on Daily Controlled Drugs
Administration Form (Fig. 64j. She sh a ll. in arriving at the proper
aliquol part. expel into the sink that portion of the solution that is
not used.

2. Prepared Dose J?efu.cerl hi' Patient or cancelled be Doctor:
When a dose has been prepared for a patient but not used, due to a
refusal hs' tile patient or because of cancellation by the doctor, the
nurse shall e\pei the solution into the sink and record svliv the drug
was not administered. Examples: Discarded." Refused by patient'
or 'order cancelled b y Dr. - .' The head nurse of the unit shall
countersign the statement.

3. .'iC(ff/e'Ji101 Destruction and Coiitailiii?UtiOil of Drugs;
\\limin it solution. ampul, tablet etc.. is accidentally destros ed or con
mini noted on a Nursing Unit, the person responsible shall indicate

the loss on Figure 66.

MISCELLANEOUS REGULATIONS

Ward supplies of narcotics are to be used only for Patients Oil the

ward. The y ma y not be given to patients to take home (except OS

an emllc'rgeflcV measure as noted above) and are not for the treat-
mciii of employees.
Narcotic prescriptions may not be refilled.
A nurse, though the agent of a hospital or doctor, as such. may
he partiall y or svhnllv rcspoflSLble for the violation of any of the
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regulations described above or any others under the Federal Nar-

cotic Act as amended, but not included here.

4. Federal regulations do not allow a shortage from a vial of injectable

narcotic.

5. A physician may not prescribe narcotics for Ins own personal

CONTROL OF NARCOTICS BY NURSES

Once the narcotics for the pavilion have been dispensed from the

pharmacy , the nursing service assumes the responsibility for the admin-

istration, control and auditing of the inventory.
The auditing of the narcotic inventory takes place with each change

of nursing shift. At this time, both the nurse coming on duty and the

nurse going off duty take a physical count of the narcotics then on the
nursing station. If the tally is correct both sign the audit record (Fig.

67). If the tally is incorrect, then a check of the medications ordered
for the day by the physicians is in order so that the omission of recording
is immediately corrected. On the other hand, if the error cannot be

explained then a narcotic loss report must be executed and forwarded

to the department of pharmacy.

NARCOTICS DELIVERY TO NURSING STATION

The delivery of narcotics from the pharmacy to the nursing station may be

assigned to any reliable person in the hospitals employ, it is usually entrusted
to a member of the messenger staff since it is presumed that sufficient control
records are maintained so that any narcotics that are delivered for illegal use
would be immediately detected and appropriate measures taken for their re-

covery.

EIGHT HOUR NURSE AUDIT RECORD
11 P. M.

1W	 I5IGAiUtDATE OFF

I ON. CQMIOFF-GOING
i	 COHIG	 NURSE I 	I

RETURNED TO THE PHARMACY by

DATE

Fig. 67
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Charges to Patients for Narcotics

Charging for narcotics depends upon the policy of the individual hospital.

Man y hospitals make ii charge for each dose received while others make a flat
charge to cover all narcotics and hypnotics. In general, hospitals include nar-
cotics along with other floor stock drugs for which no specific charge is made
to the patient. Where there is a split policy in operation, the general plan is
not to charge the patient for routinely used narcotics but to make a charge for
those that must be obtained on special order.

Narcotics which commonl y fall into the routinely used category are Codeine
Phosphate Injection, Codeine Sulfate Tablets and Morphine Sulphate Injection.

One factor affecting the decision as to which narcotic drug should be included
in the per diem charge is its cost. Accordingly, large teaching hospitals with a
sterile products manufacturing section produce, at reasonably low cost, a large
variety of injectable narcotic preparations and therefore make these available

to the patient at no charge.

Smaller hospitals, which purchase their narcotics in ampol form, find it nec-
essary to charge for each dose administered.

PROTOCOL FOR REPORTING DRUG ABUSE OR DIVERSION

Because of the possibility of drug abuse or diversion of controlled

substances in the hospital, the Director of Pharmacy Services in col-
laboration with the Director of Personnel and the Director of Security

should develop a protocol for use when drug abuse or diversion is
detected. By so doing, confusion is avoided when an incident occurs.

The following is a sample protocol that could be modified to meet the

needs of a specific institution.

1.	 Drugs included in this Protocol
All drugs in Schedules 2, 3, 4, and 5 of the Controlled Substances Act
of 1970. These drugs are listed in the Current Practice Manual, 1-16-1.

Persons al/cc/cd b y this Protocol
Employees, patients, and visitors, of The Peter Bent Brigham Hospital.

Ill. Lxplanolion of Outside Agc'ncies
A. D.E.A.—Fedcral Drug Enforcement Administration.
B. L1.l.U.—Diversion Investigation Unit of the State Police
C. Board of Phirmacv—Massachusetts State Board of Pharmacy
D. Local Police—Self explanatory

It 	 Events coi'ored hi' this Protocol which should be reported to Outside
Agencies
A. Diversion—An y unexplained loss or theft of controlled substances.
B. Abuse—Any problems such as unusual behavior which are suspected

In be caused b y the use of controlled substances.
V	 Procedure for reporting .uspec1ed diversion or abuse within the hospital

. An employee who has knowledge of drug diversion or abuse 
by 

a

fellow employee, patient, or visitor has an obligation to report such
information.

B. Any incident involving drug diversion or abuse shall be reported by
the person involved or the person observing the incident.
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(. Reporting should he done in the following noiriirer

ulv:Rsio
Report ill 	 on Controlled .Substancps Incident Report Form to
the Pharmacy:

Known loss or theft.
2. Discrepancy found i ll inventor y or audit.
3. Observation of container seals anti caps iv}ijch have been tani-

pererl.
4. Any other incident in which diversion is suspected.

1. The first occurrence of an unusual behavior b y art enrplovee
should be observed and reported to the supervisor fur evaluation.

2. If in the judgment of the Supervisor the eniplovee is incapable
of performing iu:rnial work hr nut ions, it should be suggested that
the emplo yee go to the Employee Health Clinic.

3. If the emplo y ee refuses, the e mplo yee should be sent off dut'
I) y the supervisor, and the event should he reported to the Per-
sonnel Depart file lit.

1. If the emplo yee is Cecil in the Emplo y ee Health Clinic and it is
determined that the problem is due to the eniplovees Use of
controlled substances without prescription of it ph sician or in
a manner differing from that indicated b y the prescription, this
should he reported in writing by ti le Emplovec' Health Clinic to
both the Pharmacy and the Personnel Department. If the em-
plovee refuses to provide a blomd sample. the emplos cc shun Id
be sent off dut y b the supervisor and the event should be re-
ported to the Personnel Deparimnent.

5. If abuse is suspected of a Patient or visitor, this should he re-
ported to th e Hospital Securit y Department who will send a copy
Of the report to the Pharmacy.

1 7.	 lnm'esligut ion aulcic/ents it/thin the hospital
A. The numberof hospital personnel involved in investigatioga possihrie

abuse or diversion should be limited.
B. Reports received b y the Pharmacy will be investigated to determine

if diversion is involved. This investigation sn'iIl include:
1. Verification of records which should reflect lIme drug, (lose, by

whom prescribed, b y whom administered, t i mine of ad mu im st ra -
tion, and to whom administered.

2. A check of the 8-hour Nursing Service Audits.
3. 11 necessary an assessment will be made with nursing and med-

ical assistance of the patient response to the medication.
C. investigation of potential emplo y ee abuse will be conducted b y the

department involved with the consultation of the Emplo y ee I iealth
Clinic and the Personnel Department. The Hospital Securit y De-
partment will assist in any investigation as requested.

D. Investigation of potential abuse by p.t"ents .i')d visitors will be con-
ducted by the Flospilal Securit y Department.

E. Factual information gained during the investigation should be un-
signed by the individuals gathering the information.

F. The rights (if individuals will be respected and police methods will
be avoided by hospital personnel.

G. If it is determined in the internal investigation that diversion or abuse
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is not involved, the incident report will be filed in the Pharmac y , Or

in some cases of abuse it will be filed in the Personnel Department,
and observed for the possible development of a pattern.

H. If diversion is suspected by the Pharmac y or abuse reported b y the

Employee Health Clinic or the Personnel Department, then the out-

side agencies will be contacted,
'11. Procedure for making reports to outside agencies

A. The Pharmacy is responsible for making reports.

B. Pharmacy to notif y Hospital Security Department before making re-

port.
C. For reporting diversion:

1. Pharmacy will call D.E.A. and describe event.

2. Call will be followed with a certified letter describing event.

3. D.E.A. will send Copies of Report Form #106.

4. Pharmacy will call local police, describe the event, and advise
police that D.R.A. has also been contacted.

5. Call will be followed with a certified letter describing the event.
6. Upon receipt of Form #106 Pharmacy will complete copies and

send t
a. D.E.A. (Pharmacy will send two (2) copies and D.E.A. will

forward one (1) to DIV.)
b. Board of Pharmacy
c. Local police

D. For reporting abuse:
1. Pharmacy will call D.E.A.. DIV., and local police describing

event.
2. Pharmacy will follow calls with certified letters to each agency

describing the event.
t'/IL Ground for dismissal oJ hospital emplot'ces

A. Felon y conviction on a drug charge.

B. An established drug dependency.
1. This will first result in a suspension.

2. If the condition is cured, the employee will be reinstated to a

low risk area.

3. If the condition is not cured, dismissal will take place.

LV. Educational Program
The Personnel Department will conduct periodic educational programs

to dSSiSi personnel in carrying out their responsibilities which are de-
scribed in this Protocol. Assistance in conducting these programs will be

obtained from the Pharmacy , Nursing Service, the Hospital Security Dc-

partrnent, arid the D.E.A.

Mailing of Controlled Substances

The Drug Enforcement Administration has published the marling require-
ments for controlled substances as set forth in the U.S. Postal Services (Do-
niestic) regulations T1-34, 3-7-75, Issue 97. The DEA-Postal Service regulations
are reprinted or your information:

\/124.5 Controlled Substances, Narcotics (10 U.S.C. 1716)

.51 l)eflnitiorms

il I Contwt'ir'd 5'jb.,tanc:cs
A controlled substance is an y, narcotic, hallucinogenic, stimulant or depressant
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ding in Schedules F through V of the Controlled Suhstances Act jPIlhji C Law
91-513), 21 U S C. 801 et. seq.. and the regulations thereunder, 21 C FR. 1300.
et. seq.

/12 .Varcotic Drugs
\/ Narcotic drugs, as defined in the Controlled Substances Act, include opium,

cocaine and opiates (s y nthetic narcotics) and the derivatives thereof,

.52 Declarations as to Injurious Nature

(;OiltrollLil substances Ire, b y reason of their addictive nature or capacity for
abuse, hereb y declared to be Articles. Compositions, or materials svluc h may
kill or injure another within the intent and meaning of 18 U.S.C. 1718.

53 Nonucailabte Generally

ENcept under the conditions specified in 124.5 controlled substances are mm-
mailable matter and shall not he conveyed in the mails or delivered from any
post office or station thereof nor by an y letter carrier.

54 Mailing Requirements

.541 A uthurised Mailings
Controlled substances inay be transmitted in the mails between pNOfl5 reg-
istered with the Drug Enforcement Administration or between persons who are
exempted from registration such as militar y , law enforcement, and civil defense
personnel in the performance of their official duties. Prescription medicines
Containing non-narcotic controlled substances may be mailed from a registered
practitioner or dispenser to an ultimate user. Prescription medicines containing
narcotic drugs may be mailed onl y by Veterans Administration medical facil-
ities to certain veterans. Parcels containing controlled substances must be pre-
pared and packed for mailing in accordance with the requirements of 124.542.

,x542 Preparation and Packing
a. The inner container of any parcel containing controlled substances most be
marked and seated in accordance with the applicable provisions of the Con-
trolled Substances Act, 21 U.S.C. 801, and the regulations promulgated there-
under, 21 C.F.R. 1300 et seq.
b. The inner container of prescription medicines containing controlled sub-
stances must, in addition to the marking and sealing requirements set forth in
a, he labeled to show the name and address of the practitioner, or the name
and address of the pharn i acy or other person dispensing the prescription if
other than the practitioner, and the prescription number.
c. Every parcel containing controlled substances shall be placed in a plain
outer container or securel y overwrapped in plain paper.
d. No markings of any kind which would indicate time nature of time contents
shall be placed on the outside of an y parcel containing controlled substances.
.543 Use of Registered Mail Required
Parcels containing controlled substances, including those sent to DEi\ Regional
Offices for disposal (see 21 (FR 1307.2) generally must be sent by registered

mail, return requested. The Drug Enforcement Administration number or ex-
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emption status of the sender shall he set forth in the sender's address Section
of Form 3877. as applicable. This information shall appear in the following
format:

DEi\ REGISTRATION No. 654321

or

DEi\ Exempt—Police
.544 Regular tlail I'errnii'tcd
The following may be sent by regular mail without regard to the provision of
124.543:

a. Prescription medicines containing non-narcotic controlled substances
listed in Schedule II in amounts not exceeding 100 dosage units.

b. Prescription medicine containing non-narcotic controlled substances
listed in Schedules Ill, IV, and V in amounts not exceeding a 100-day
supply or 300 dosage units whichever is less.

c. Physician's sample of medicines containing non-narcotic controlled sub-
stances in amounts not exceeding the limitations; set forth in 124.544 a
or b.

.55 Exempt Shipments

Small quantities of unknown matter suspected of containing controlled sub-
stances may be sent by regular mail without regard to the other provisions of
124.5 onl y when addressed to a Federal, state or local law enforcement agency
for law enforcement purposes. Such mailings must comply with 124.542 (c)
and (cI).

56 Violations

Violations of this section shall be referred to the Inspection Servic,.

OTHER SYSTEMS

Although time system herein described for the distributioti of floor
stock narcotics has been used by many hospital pharmacists and has
been found to be dependable and satisfactory, some hospital pharnia-
cists have developed modifications for which they claim the idvantage
of saving personnel time and the reduction of the possibility of error.1-2

In addition,he pharmaceutical industry has developed nev.' concepts
in the packaging of narcotics for distribution in the hospitol. One of
these s ystems provides narcotic injectables in a single-dcse ampul
which is packaged in a space-saving, see-through dipenJi of ten,
vlmich in turn is packaged in a carton of two floor-stock dispemser trays.
- - 'arcotic tablets are being packaged in strip packs thereby permitting
the pharmacist ond the nurse to easily identif y each indivb,ual tablet
up to the time of its consumption as well as to ''measure count" for
inventor y pUtpOSC5.
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SPECIAL USES

The ASHP Technical Assistance Bulletin on Institutional Use of Con-
trolled Suhstances provides two sections (VIII and IX) that are of im-
;urtcccue to the i-Jospctal pharmacist. The y are as follows:

VII!, RESEARCH, LABORATORY PROCEDURES AND
IN STRUCTIONAL USES

(A) Regis/ration.
1) Ceneza]. Persons engaged in research, laborator y procedures or

instructional uses with controlled substances are required to register
L111 	 the Controlled Substances Act. A person alread y registered to
di)eclse c:ourollecl substances ill 11 through V is authorized
by virtue of such registration to use controlled substances in research
and re]ated activities including preclinical and clinical investigalioccs
of drugs, laboratory procedures and for instructional use without sep-
arate registration, provided they are otherwise permitted to do so under
applicable federal and slate laws. M e t hadone research or dispensing is
clot authorized for persons re g istered to dispense controlled substances
unless the general requirements discussed in Section IX of these Guide-
lines are complied with,

(2) Usc of Sc/icc/ole IDrugs. The conduct of research with controlled
substances listed in Schedule I requires separate registration, Registra-
tion for Schedule I research requires submission of a research protocol
Wit h the application describing each research project. Research will lie
authorized onl y with those substances listed in an approved research
protocol.

(3) Separate Locations, If research or related activities are conducted
w ith controlled substances in more than one general ph y sical location,
a separate registration is required for each locatio).

(13) itecorcls and Reports.
(1) General Requirement, Facli person registered or authorized to

conduct research or related activities with controlled substances is re-
quired to keep records. A registered person using a controlled substance
in research conducted at a registered establishment need not maintain
separate records if the establishment maintains records in compliance'
with an IND. The registered person must notif y l)EA of the name,
address and registration number of the establishment maintaining the
investigational use records. Notice to DEA is given in the form of an
a ttachment to the application for registration or re-registration.

(2) lnc'ell!oru The inventory requirements of a Person registered to
d ispense or authorized to conduct research or related activities with
controlled substances include all for each controlled sub-
stance in finished form and controlled substances awaiting disposal,
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held for quality control purposes or maintained for extemporaneous
conipoutidings or similar purposes.

(3) Receipt and Dispensing. Receipt and dispensing records must be
kept bv the registrant. If the registrant is a hospital, the required records
should be kept by the pharmacist in the same manner as records for
other controlled substances.

(C) Sccurit,r In a registered institution the pharmacist should be the
custodian of all controlled substances. Controlled substances ma y be

dispensed onl y to or for authorized investigators, laboratory personnel
or instructors. The pharmacist should be responsible for the sec;uritv
of controlled substances used in research and related activities.

IX. METHADONE

(A) Registration and Approval.
(1) General. The use of methadone iii an institution is controlled

jointly under FDA and DEA regulations. The FDA methadone regula-
tions (21 CFR 310.305) provide for approved uses of methadone in a
hospital and in a methadone treatment program. A hospital may be
approved to dispense methadone for detoxification and temporary
maintenance of inpatients or for analgesia in severe pain for both in-
patients and outpatients. If a hospital desires to establish a methadone
treatment program for detoxification and maintenance of drug-depend-
ent persons, separate approval is required. In either case, the hospital
must be registered with DEA to dispense Schedule II controlled sub-
stances in addition to receiving approval under the FDA methadone
regulations.

(2) Hospital Use of Methadone. In order for a hospital pharmacy to
lawfully receive or dispense methadone for its approved hospital uses.
the hospital must submit form FD 2636, "Hospital Request for Meth-
adone for Analgesia in Severe Pain and for Detoxification and Tem-
porary Maintenance 'freutmnent." The application must be approved by
the responsible state authorit y and the FDA. The form requires detailed
information about the hospital, including the name of the pharmacist
responsible for receiving and securing supplies of methadone.

(3) Methadone Treatment !'rograms. To obtain approval to establish
a methadone treatment program, the sponsor oust submit Form FL)
2632, 'Application for Approval of Use of Methadone in a Treatment
Program." The application must receive the approval of the responsible
state authorit y and the FDA with the concurrence of flEA. In order to
assure that each participating ph ysician in a methadone treatment pro-
gram is aware of his professional and administrative responsibilities.
the FDA requim us that form FD 2633, 'Medical Responsibilit y Statement

[or use of Methadone in a Treatment Program.' be completed by each
pimvsiciao licenccl to dispense or administer methadone in an approved
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program. These statements must accompany the program application.
All patients in the program are required to give their consent for treat-
rnent by signing Form FD 2635, Consent for Methadone Treatment."

(13) Records and Reports.
(1) Hospital Ure of Met/icjdone./*jl records must be kept in com-

pliance with the DEA requirements for Schedule I and II controlled
substances. Hospitals must also maintain accurate records traceable to
specific patients and the y must include dates, quantity and batch or
code marks of the drug dispensed. Methadone records must be retained
for a three- y ear period instead of the two-year period required for other
controlled substances. The hospital does not have to submit a detailed
annual report. The hospital is required to report to FDA annually the
name and address of all ph ysicians who prescribed methadone for
outpatient use during the previous year.

(2) Methadone Treatment Program. All records must be kept in com-
pliance with the DEA requirements for Schedule I arid II controlled
substances. The FDA methadone regulations require also that there be
accurate records traceable to specific patients and they must include
dates, quantity and hatch or code marks of the drug dispensed. The
record retention period for methadone records is three years. The meth-
adone treatment program is required to file an annual report with the
responsible state authority and the FDA. The content of the annual
report is detailed in FD Form 2634, 'Annual Report for Treatment
Program Using Methadone."

(C) Seczidfv, The FDA regulations require that the security for meth-
adone treatment programs must he in compliance with DEA guidelines
prior to final FDA approval.
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Tax-Free Alcohol—its
Procurement and Control

ller:ause the hospital is a prime user of tax-free alcohol which is
conuh]on]v purchased stored dispensed and accounted for by the hos-
pital pharmacist, it seems propel' to devote a separate chapter to the
technical procedures involved in the above processes.

The hospital pharmacist should obtain from the U.S. Government
Printing Office the latest document' governing the distribution and use
of tax-free alcohol. In addition, the local assistant regional commis-
sioner will make available the appropriate ''Industry Circular,'' a pub-
lication of the Office of the Commissioner of Internal Revenue. Alcohol
and Tobacco Tax Division.

Although this chapter will deal with the various aspects of Section
U. Part 22. Code of Federal Regulations, the reader is cautioned to make
reference to the Federal publication and where questions arise to con-
sult freely with the assistant regional commissioner.

lii the following discussion, the various sections of Part 22 will be
listed along Milt their subtitles. Where the section should be of par-
ticular interest to the hospital pharmacist, its content will be quoted
and, where necessar\', elaborated upon. Samples of all the forms dis-
cussed in the various sections ma y be obtained front the Assistant
Regional Commissioner (Alcohol and Tobacco Tax) for studs' along with
the appropriate section. These regulations are effective June, 1985.

FEDERAL REGULATIONS

Subpart—Definitions

§ 22.11 Meaning of terms.

When used in this part and in forms prescribed under this part, the
following ternis have the meanings given in this section. Words in the
plural form include the singular, and vice versa, and words importing
the masculine gender include the feminine. The ternis ''includes" and
"including" do not exclude things not enumerated which are in the
same general class,

354
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Alcohol. Spirits having a proof of 190 or more when withdrawn from
bond, including all subsequent dilutions and mixtures thereof, from

whatever source or b y whatever process produced.
Alva superiisoI: The supervisory officer of the Bureau of Alcohol,

Tobacco and Firearms area office.
A TFo/Ycei: Ail or employee of the Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco

and Firearms (ATE') authorized to perform an y function relating to the

administration or enforcement of this part.
CF/I. The Code of Federal Regulations.
Clinic. When used iii this part the term includes veterinary clinics.

Delegate. Any officer, emplo yee, or agenc y ol the Department of the
Treasury authorized by the Secretary of the Treasury directl y , or in-

directl y by one of more redelegations of authorit y , to perform the func-
tion mentioned or described in the context.

Director The Director, Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco and Firearms, the
Department of the Treasury, Washington, D.C.

Executed under penalties of perjury. Signed with the prescribed dec-
laration under the penalties of perjury as provided oil with respect
to the claim, form, or other document or, where no form of declaration
is prescribed, with the declaration "I declare under the penalities of
perjury that this (insert t ype of document, such as statement,
report, certificate, application, claim, or other document), including the
documents submitted in support thereof, has been examined b y me

and, to the best of m y knowledge and belief, is true, correct. and com-

plete."
Pithiciorv. A guardian, trustee, executor, administrator, receiver, con-

servator, or an y person acting in any fiduciary capacity for an y person.

Gallon or o'izic gallon. The liquid measure equivalent to the volume

of 231 cubic inches.
Hospital. When used in this part the term in:ludes veterinar y hos-

pitals.
Initial orcici: 'l'he first order of tax-free alcohol placed b y a perniitt(,.e

or Governmental agency with a distilled spirits plant or vendor, and,
the first order placed following the issuance of an amended or corrected
permit.

Liter or litre. A metric unit of capacity equal to 1,000 cubic centi-
meters of alcohol, and equivalent to 33.814 fluid ounces. A liter is
divided into t.000 milliliters (ml). 'flic symbol for milliliter or milli-
liters is ''miii'

Permit. The document issued under 26 U.S.C. 5271(a). authorizing
a person to withdraw tax-free alcohol fron time premises of a distilled
spirits plant and use such alcohol under specified conditions.

I'ermittec. Any person holding a permit. oil 	 5150.9, issued
under this part to withdraw and use tax-free alcohol.
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Person. An individual, trust. estate, partnership. association. coni-
pans', or corporation.

/iuof The eth y l alcohol content of a liquid at 50° l"a}iri'nhpit stated
as twice the percent of eth y l alcohol by volume.

i'rou/.'uJJon. A gallon at no- Fahrenheit Which contains 50 percent
Of voliinie of eth y l alcohol having a specific gravit y of 0.7939 LII StY
Fahrenheit referred to water at 600 Fahrenheit as unit y , OF the alcoholic
equivalent thereof.

Region. A Bureau of Alcohol. Tobacco and Firearms Region.
Regional director (coniplicmce). The principal ATF regional official

i usponsible for administering regulations iii this part.
Restoraliw,, Restoring to the original state of recovered tax-free al-

cohol. including redistillation ofof the recovered alcohol to 1900 or more
of proof and the removal of foreign materials b y redistillation, filtration.
OF other suitable means.

Secreturo The Secretary of the 'l'reasury or his delegate.
'i'its or (/15111/ed spirits. The substance known as ethyl alcohol,

rtlianol, or spirits of wine, having a proof of 1900 or more when with-
drawn from bond, including all subsequent dilution and mixtures
thereof, from whatever source or by whatever process produced.

i/i/s chapter Title 27, Code of Federal Regulations, Chapter 1 (27
CFR Chapter 1).

1.S.C. Fhie United States Code.

Subpart C--Administrative Provisions

Authorities

§ 22.21 Forms prescribed,

(a) The Director is authorized to prescribe all forms required b y this
part, including bonds, applications, notices, claims, reports, and rec-
ords. All of the information called for in each form shall be furnished
as 11111 rated by the headings on the form and the instructions on or
pertaining to the form. In addition, information called for in mcli form
shall he furnished as required by this part.

(b) ADD" Publication 1322.1 Public Use Forms, is a numerical listing
of forms issued b y the Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco and Firearms. This
publication is available from the Superintendent of Documents, U.S.
Government Printing Office, Washington, DC 20402.

(c) Requests for forms should be mailed to the A'I'F Distribution
Center, 3800 South Four Mile Run Drive, Arlington, Virginia 22205.
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§ 22.22 Alternative methods of procedures; and emergency variations from
requirements.

(a) A/terziolu methods ofprocedures . —( 1 ) Application. A permittee.
after receiving approval from the Director, may use an alternate method
or procedure (including alternate construction or equipment) in lieu of
a method or procedure prescribed by this part. A permittee wishing to
use an alternate method of procedure may apply to the regional director
(compliance). The permittee shall describe the proposed alternate
method or proeedure and shall set forth the reasons for its use.
(Sec. 201, Pub. L. 85-859 72 Stat. 1375, as amended (26 U.S.C. 5311))

Liability for Tax

§ 22.31 Persons liable for tax.

All tax-free alcohol removed, sold, transported, or used in violation
of law or regulations in this part, is subject to all provisions of law
relating to taxable alcohol, including the requirement for payment of
tax on the aicohol. The person removing, selling, transporting, or using
tax-free alcohol in violation of law or regulations pertaining to tax-free
alcohol shall be required to pay the lest distilled spirits tax on the

alcohol.
(Sec. 201, Pub. L. 85-859, 72 Stat. 1314, as amended (213 U.S.C. 5001))

Destruction of Marks and Brands

§ 22.33 Time of destruction of marks and brands.

(a) Any person who empties a package containing tax-free alcohol

Shall immedialelv destro y or obliterate the marks, brand, and labels

required by this chapter to be placed on packa ges of tax-free alcohol.

(b) A person may not destroy or obliterate the marks, brands or labels
until the package or drum has been emptied.
(Sec. 201, Pub. L. 85-859, 72 Stat. 1358, as amended (26 U.S.C. 5206))

Document Requirements

§ 22.35 Execution under penalties of perjury.

[a) \Vlicn any form of document prescribed by this part is required
to he executed under penalties of perjury, the permittee or other au-
thorized person shall:

(1) Insert the declaration '1 declare under the penalties of perjury
that I have exdIilined this (insert the t y pe of document such

Li_s Claifli, dppli(:.ttion. statement, report. certificate), including all sup-
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porting documents. anil to the host of m y kiiovledgi arid hr-lief. it is
true. correct, and corn piete ': and

2) Sign the document.
(h) When the required document alread y bears ,I 	 iv declaration.

the perinittee or other authorized person shall sign the document.
(Act of August 16, 1954, 68A Stat. 745 (26 U.S.C. 6056))

§ 22.36 Filing of qualifying documents.

All documents returned to a perrilit tee or other person as e i dence
of compliance with requirements of this Part. or as authorization . shall
except as otherwise provided. be kept read ilv available for inspection
b y an ATF officer during business hours.

Subpart D—Qualification

Application for Permit, Form 5150.22

§ 22,41 Application for industrial alcohol user permit

(a) L T ers. Each person desiring to withdraw and use tax-free alcohol
shall, before commencing business, file an application on Form 5150,22
for, and obtain a permit. F'orin 5150.9, except perini ttees who were
Previously qualified to vithrIrisv and use tax-free alcohol on tire effec-
tive date of this regulation.

(h) Fi/iiii. All applications and necessar y supporti rig documents, as
required iw this subpart. slial 11)0 filed with the re g ional director (corn-
pliance). All data, written statements, affidavits, and other documents
submitted in support of the application  are considered a part of the
application.

(1) Applications filed as provided in this section, shall be acc.orn-
panied b y evidence establishing the authority of the officer or other
person to execute the application.

(2) A State. political subdivision thereof, or the District of Columbia,
may specify in the application that it desires a single permit authorizing
the withdrawal and use of tax-free alcohol ill number of institutions
tinder its control. In this instance, the applicable. Form 5150.22. or an
attachment, shall clearl y show the method of distributing and account-
ing for the tax-free alcohol to be withdrawn.

§ 22.42 Data for application. Form 5150.22.

(a) Unless waived under § 22.43. each application oil 	 5150.22
shall include as applicable, the following information:

(1) Serial number and purpose for which filed.
(2) Name and principal business address.
(3) Based on the bona fide requirements of the applicant, the esti-
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mated quantitY of tax-free alcohol in proof gallons, which will be pro-
cured during a 12-month period (one calendar veer).

(4) Location. or locations where tax-free alcohol is to he used, if
different from the business address.

(5) Statement showing the specific manner in which, or purpose for
which, tax-free alcohol will be withdrawn and used.

(6) Statement that tax-free alcohol will be stored in accordance with
the requirements of this part.

§ 22.44 Disapproval of application.

The regional director (compliance) ma y , in accordance with Part 200
of this chapter, disapprove an application for the permit to withdraw
and use tax-free alcohol, if oil of the application for in-
quiry), the regional director (compliance) has reason to believe that:

(a) The applicant is not authorized by law and regulations to with-
draw and use alcohol free of tax:

ib) The applicant (including, in the case of a corporation, an y officer,
director, or principal stockholder, and, in the case of a partnership, a
partner) is, by reason of their business experience, fine idol standing,
or trade connections, not Iikel' to maintain operations in compliance
with 26 U.S.(:. Chapter 51, or regulations issued under this part:

Lu) The applicant has failed to disclose an y material information

required, or has made an y false statement as to an y material fact, in
connection with their application: or

(cI) The premises at which the applicant proposes to conduct the
business are not ad equate to protect the reven LiC.

§ 22.35 Organizational documents.

The supporting information required b y §22.42)a)(7) includes, as

applicable:
(a) Corpoi'ote clocumei'ts. (1) Certified true copy of the certificate of

incorporation, or cci tified true copy of certificate authorizing the cor-
puration to operate in the State where the premises arc located (if other
than that in which incorporated).

(2) Certified list of names and addresses of officers and directors,
along with a statement designating which corporate officers, if appli-
cable, are directl y responsible for the tax-free alcohol activities of the
business.

I 3) SatemenL showing the number of shares of each class of stock or
other evidence of ciwnersfiip, authorized and outstanding, the par value
thereof, and the voting rights of the respective owners or holders.

(h) Articles of /)Urlflf.'rShiJ). 'l'rue cop y of Lime articles of partnership

or .issociation, if an y , or certificate of I]artmmrsilml) or association vlierd:
recuired to be filed b y an y State, count y , or municipality.

I:) Stutement of infures 1. (1) <am ucs and addresses of persons owning
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10% or more of each of the classes of stock in the corporation, or legal
entit y , and the nature and amount of the stockholding or other interest
of each, whether such interest appears in the name of the interested
party or in the name of another for him or her. If a corporation is wholly
owned or controlled b y another corporation, persons owning 10% or
more of each of the classes of stock of the parent corporation are con-
sidered to be the persons interested in the business of the subsidiary,
and the names and addresses of such persons shall be submitted to the
regional director (compliance) if specifically requested.

(2) In the case of an individual owner or partnership, name and
address of every person interested in the business, whether such in-
terest appears in the name of the interested party or in the name of
another for the interested person.

Industrial Alcohol User Permit, ATF F 5150.9

§ 22.48 Conditions of permits.

Permits to withdraw and use tax-free alcohol will designate the acts
which are permitted, and include any limitations imposed on the per-
formance of these acts. All of the provisions of this part relating to the
use or recovery of tax-free alcohol are considered to be included in the
provisions and conditions of the permit, the same as if set out in the
permit.

§ 22.49 Duration of permits.

Permits to withdraw and use tax-free alcohol are continuing unless
automatically terminated by the terms thereof, suspended or revoked
as provided in § 22.51, or voluntarily surrendered. The provisions of
§ 22.58 are considered part of the terms and conditions of all permits.

§ 22.50 Correction of permits.

If an error on a permit is discovered, the l)Crmittee shall immediately
return the permit to the regional director (compliance) for correction.

§ 22.51 Suspension of revocation of permits.

The regional director (compliance) may institute proceedings under
Part 200 of this chapter to suspend or revoke a permit whenever there
is reason to believe that the permittee-

(a) Has not in good faith complied with the provisions of 26 U.S.C.
Chapter 51, or regulations issued under that chapter;

(b) has violated the conditions of that permit;
(c) Has made any false statements as to an y material fact in the ap-

plication for the permit;
(d) Has failed to disclose any material information required to be

furnished;
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(e) has violated or conspired to violate any law of the United States
relating to intoxicating liquor or has been convicted of an offense under
Title 26, U.S.C.. punishable as a felony or of any conspiracy to commit

such offense
(f) Is, by reason of its operations, no longer warranted in procuring

and using tax-free alcohol authorized by the permit: or

(g) Has not engaged in any of theoperations authorized by the permit
for a period exceeding two years.

§ 22.52 Rules of practice in permit proceedings.

The regulations of Part 200 of this chapter apply to the procedure
and practice iii connection with the disapproval of any application for
a permit and in connection with suspension or revocation of a permit.

§ 22.53 Power of attorney.

An applicant or permittee shall execute and file with the regional
director (compliance) a Form 1534, in accordance with the instructions
on the form, for each person authorized to sign or to act in its behalf.
Form 1534 is not required for persons whose authority is furnished in
accordance with § 22.42(a)(10).

§ 22.54 Photocopying of permits.

A permittee may make photocopies of its permit exclusively for the
purpose of furnishing proof of authorization to withdraw tax-free al-
cohol from a distilled spirits plant.

§ 22.55 Posting of permits.

Permits issued under this part will be kept posted and available for

inspection oil 	 permit

Changes After Original Qualification

§ 22.57 Changes affecting applications and permits.

(a) General.—(1) changes affecting application. When there is a

change relating to an y of the information contained in, or considered
a part of the application oil 5150.22 for a permit, the permittee
shall, within :to days (except as otherwise provided in this subpart)
file a written notice with the regional director (compliance) to amend
the application.

(2) Chan ges affecting waivers. When any waiver under § 22.43 is
terminated by a change to the application, the permittee shall include
the current information as to thc item previously waived with the writ-
ten notice required in paragraph (a)( 1) of this section.

(3) changes affect/rig pariaH. When the terms of a permit are affected
b a change, the written notice required by paragraph (a)(1) of this
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sectioii	 as otherwise provided iii this subpart) viIi serve as
iipplicatioii t o alliend the permit.

141 ioiiii of nofj(('. UI \\ riten notua:s to amend an application on
Form 5150.22 with---

(i) Identify the permittec:
(ii) (Toitii u the penn it iden ficat ion number:
(di) Explain the nature et the clHnge and Co ntain aiiv icquired slip-

p(rting (lOCu)ileiitS:
(iv) Identif y the serial number of the applicable applicat 	 Form

5 15 0 22: and
(' ) Be consecutively inirubered and signed by the pernuittee or any

person authorized to sign on behalf of the perni:ttee.
(b) 1meiwuI op/?hrauio;c fhe regional director (compliance) may

require a piN:nittee to file an amended application on Form 5150.22
lien the number of chniges to he previous application are determined

to he excessive, or when a pernnttee has not timel y filed the written
notice prescribed in paragraph (a)( 1) of this section. If items on the
amended application remain unchanged. the' will he marked 'No
change since Form 5120.22. Serial No.

(cI Changes in officers. directors and stockholders—) 1) Officers. In
the case of a change in the officers listed under the provisions of
§ 22.4 3(a)(2). the notice required b y paragraph (a)( 11 of this section shall
unIv appl y (unless otherwise rqu ired. in writing. by the regional di-
rector (conip) iance)) to those cffices file i ncunibent.s of which are re-
sponsible for the operations covered b y the permit.

(2) D;recfois. In the case of a change in the directors listed under the
Provisions of § 22.45(a)(2). the notice required b y paragraph (a)(1) of
this section shall reflect the changes.

31 .5tuckholdis. In lieu of reporting all changes, within 30 (la y s, to
the list cjf stockholders furnished under the provisions of § 22.45(c)(1),
a penn tn:e max'. upon filing written notice to the regional director
(compliance)iance) and establishing a reporting date, file an annual notice of
changes. The notice of changes in stockholders does not apply if the
sale or transfer of capital stork results in a change in ownership or
control which is required to be reported under § 22.58.
(Approved b y the Office of Management and Bud get tinder control
number 1512-0335)

§ 22.58 Automatic termination of permits,

(a) Permit hot tran gfenthJe Permits issued under this lJdFt are not
transferable In the event of the lease, sale, or other transfer of such a
permit or of the operations authorized b y the permit, the permit shall,
except as provided for iii this section, automat icalI' terminate.

(h) corporations. (1) If actual or legal control of an y corporation
holding a permit issued under this part changes, directl y or indirectly.
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whctliei' by retsun of a change ill ownership or control (in the
permittee corporation Or an y other corporation). b y operation of law,

or in an y other manner, the perniittee shall within 10da ysof the change.
give written notice to the regional director (compliance). The written

notice shall be accompanied b y (or within 30 da ys of the change) an
application and sopportirig documents oil 	 5150.22 for a new
permit. If all on Form 5150.22 for a new permit is not filed
within 30 days of the change. the outstanding permit will aotomaticallv
terminate.

(2) [fm application on Form 5150.22 for a new permit is filed within

the 30-da y period prescribed ill 	 (b)(1) of this section. the
outstanding permit will remain in effect until final action is taken on
the application. When final action is taken, the outstanding permit will
automaticall y terminate and the permittee shall forward it to the re-
gional director (compliance) for cancellation.

22.61 Change in name of perrnittee.

(a) Permit. When the only change is it change ill the individual, firm.
or corporation name, a pernhittee ma y not conduct operations under
the new iiamc until a written notice, accompanied b y necessary sup-
porting duconients, to amend the application and permit has been filed
and all permit has been issued b y the regional director (corn-
p Ii an,: a)

(Ii) Bond. If required to file it the perniittee shall furnish a
consent of surety on Form 1533 or a new bond to cover the change in
name.
(Approved b y the Office of Management and Budget under control
number 1512-0335

§ 22.62 Change in trade name.

Where there is to he a change in. or addition of. a trade name, the
permittee ma y not conduct operations under the new trade name until
it notice has been filed and all permit has been issued
b y the regional director (compliance). A new bond or consent of surety
is not requiredred for changes ill 	 names.
(Approved by the Office of Management and Budget under control
number 1512-03351

§ 22.63 Change in location.

(a( I'ari.'iI. \Vhc'u there is to ha a change ill 	 within the same
region, it may not conduct operations at the now location
until a written notice, ar.conipa nied h y n1?aessarv supporting i nior-
mation, to amend the application and permit has been filed and an
amended permit has been issued b' the regional director (conipliance).
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h) horn!. If required to file it bond, ihe perinittc'c sliiil I I urn I.sli a
consent of suret y on l'orni 1533 or a new bond to cover the nicv location.
(Approved b y the Ofti(-e ci Managenient and 1311doet under control
number 1512-0335)

§ 22.64 Return of permits.

Following till , termination. surrender or revocation of a permit, or
the issuance of a new or amended permit, caused b y a change, the
permittee shall (a) obtain and destro y all photocopies of the previous
permit from its suppliers and )b) return the original of the permit or
obsolete permit to the regional director (compliance) for cancellation.

Registry 01 Stills

§ 22.66 Registry of stills.

Part 1913 of this chapter applies to stills located on the premises of a
permittee. The listing of a still oil 5150.22 and the issuance of a
pernlit constitute registration of that still in lieu of filing Forum 26.

Permanent Discontinuance of Use of Tax-Free Alcohol

§ 22.68 Notice of permanent discontinuance.

(a) ,Voliee.A pernuttee who permanentl y discontinues the use of tax-
free alcohol shall file a written notice with the regional director (coin-
pliance) to cover the discontinuance. The notice will be accompanied
by the permit, and contain—

(1) A request to cancel the permit.
(2) A statement of the disposition made, as provided in § 22.154, of

all tax-free and recovered alcohol, and
(3) The date of discontinuance,
(h) Bonds. The bond of a perm i ttee may not be canceled until all tax-

free and recovered alcohol has been properl y disposed of in accordance
with the provisions of this part.
(Approved by the Office of Management and Budget under control
number 1512-0335)

Subpart E—Bonds and Consents of Surety

§ 22.71 Bond.

(a) An y bond previously approved, under this chapter. on Form 1448
(5150.25) which fulfills the penal sum requirements of paragraph (b)
of this section shall remain valid and will be regulated by the same
provisions of this subpart as it refers to bonds on Form 5150.25.

(b) Each person who intends to withdraw more than 1,500 proof
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Of tax-free alcohol per anown shall file a bond. Form 51 50.25,

before jSSOdUCC Of the perlllit. The penal sum of the 1)00(1 \Vl I be as

fol Iovs 

Bond iuiial sow

No 1)1)1)11 rP(1Ilir('d.
S2.000 plus S100 for each addioii;iI

100 proof galloiis U P to a fl11Xifl1t1II(
f S3.000 (2.501) PlO of gallons).

S3.000 plus 520(1 for eoo;h addition,ol

100 proof gallons 01) 10 a nlaxinlunl

of $7.500 (5.25(1 proof gallons).

S7.500 plus S250 for (owh additional

100 proof 04,111005 up to a n111\i 10(11

penal sill" of SI 5.00(1 (9.000 proof

gallons).

I) to I.500 J)rOOf gal lens ......

Os (1 1.500 but not liVer 3.000
proof gallons.

Os ii 3.000 (jut not over 6.001)
ouf ga(lOIis.

er 6.000 prooF ga llOflS ......

(c) The following are some examples:

Your penal sum is

No bond required.

$3.000 ($2,000 plus S1.000 (S100 x 10

units), last 300 proof gallons does not

require additional bond coverage).
S13,000 ($7,500 plus $5,500 (525(1 x 22

units). the remaining 50 proof gallons

does not increase the bond since it is

not an ''additional" 100 proof gallon

unit).

If your a010lla1

withdrawals are

1.250 l)rOs)I gallons ............
2.600 Proof gallons ...........

8.250 proof gallons ............

§ 22.72 Evaluation of bond penal sum.

-	 ti ninui In annual
o ithdri'vdls

(a) Permilfee'S etalualioi). Each permittee shall. for the period from

January 1 through the following December 31. make an annual evalu-

ation of its previous and future needs for tax-free alcohol. Based on the

results of this evaluation;

(1)
The permittee shall file a new bond in increased penal sum, if

the existing bond no longer meets the penal sum requirements of

§ 22.71. or

(2) The pernittee may
 file a new bond in decreased penal sum, if

the existing bond exceeds the penal sum requirements of § 22.71.

(b) A uthonlj' of regional director (cOnipliQflCe). ' l'he regional director

(compliance) ma y , at an y time, require a perniittee to file a new bond

in a larger penal sum, or require a satisfactory explanation wh y a new

bond should not be filed.

(Chapter 300, Pub. L. 80-280, 61 Slat. 648 (6 U.S.C. 6. 7))
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Subpart F—Premises and Equipment

§ 22.91 Premises.

Al] persons qualified to withdraw and USC tax-free alcohol shall have
premises suitable for the business being conducted and adequate for
the protection of the revenue. Storage facilities shall be provided on
the premises for tax-free alcohol received or recovered. The storage
facilities may consist of a combination of storerooms, compartments,
or stationary storage tanks.

§ 22.92 Storage facilities.

(a) Storerooms or compartments shall be so constructed and secured
as to Prevent unauthorized access and will he equipped for locking.
These storage facilities shall be of sufficient capacit y to hold the max-
imum quantity of tax-free alcohol which will be on hand at one time.

(b) Each stationary storage tank used to hold tax-free alcohol shall
be equipped for locking in such a manner as to control access to the
spirits. All stationary storage tanks shall be equipped with an accurate
means of measuring the spirits.

§ 22.102 Prohibited uses.

(a) Us'we. Under no circumstances may tax-free alcohol withdrawn
under this part be used for beverage purposes, food products, or in any
preparation used in preparing beverage or food products.

(h) Selling. Persons qualified under this part are prohibited from
selling tax-free alcohol, using tax-free alcohol in the manufacture of
any product for sale, or selling any products resulting from the use of
tax-free alcohol. A separate charge may be made by a hospital, sani-
tarium or clinic for medicines compounded with tax-free alcohol and
dispensed to patients for use on the premises, as provided in § § 22.105
and 22.106. Hospitals may not furnish tax-free alcohol for use of p1w-
scians in their private practice.

(c) Removal from promises. Persons qualified under this part may
not remove tax-free alcohol or products resulting from the use of tax'_
free alcohol from the permit premises unless specificall y authorized
by the terms of their permit, or permission is obtained from the regional
director (compliance), except that:

(1) Products made through the use of tax-free alcohol which contain
no alcohol ma y be removed to other premises for the sole purpose 01
further research; or

(2) Under the provisions of § § 22.105 and 22.106. clinics operated
for charity and not for profit ma y compound bona fide medicines with
tax-free alcohol, and dispense the medicine from tub premises for use
by its patients1 outside of the clinic, if the furnishing of the medicine
is not conditioned upon pa vment.
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(d) !.Jubiliti' for lax. Pernitti ces who use tax-fret' alcohol in .uv ']all-

ner prohibited by this ec1iOil l3e(-OflC liable fur the tax oil t 	 hOw alcohol..

.\nv	 mperittee who sells tax-free alcohol also becomes liable for special

(oc.cu pational) tax as a liquor dealer.
.. 85-859. 72 Stat, 131-1. as amended. 134.3. its imend

(Sec. 201. Pub. 1
ed.

1:362. as amended (26 U.S.C. 5001. 5121. 521411

§ 22,103 States and the District of Columbia.

Except as otherwise provided in this se lion, tax-free alcohol with-

drawn b y a State or political subdivision of a State. or the District of

Columbia shall be used solel y for mechanical and scientific purposes.

arid except o il of the regional director (compliance), the use

of tax-free alcohol or the use of an y resulting product will be confined

to the premises tinder the c.oiiirul of the State or political subdivision
of a State, or the District of Columbia. Tax-free alcohol withdrawn for
rise ill hospitals, clinics, and other establishments specified in

§ § 22.104 through 22,108. operated b' a State, political subdivision of

a State, or the District of Colombia, shall be used in the manner pre-

scribed for those establ ishmen ts.
(Sec. 201. Pub. L. 85-859. 72 Slat . 1362. as amended (26 U.S.C. 5214))

§ 22.104 Educational organizations, colleges of learning, and scientific
universities,

(a) Educuliviwl organ.'zoliofls. Educational organizations authorized

to withdraw and use tax-free alcohol under § 22.101 are those orga-

nizations which normally maintain a regular fd(AlItV and curriculum

and which ljormalk, have a regularly enrolled bod of students 
ill

 at the place where their educational activities are regularly
carried on and which are exempt from l"ederal income tax under 26

LS.C.50 1(a).
(b) CaliCOes of/r'aflhiflg. Colleges of learning, for the purposes of this

subpart. have a recognized curriculum and confer degrees after speci-

fied periods of attendance at classes or researchwork.
(ci Scientific universities. Scientific universities include an y uni-

versitv incorporated or organized underany Federal or State law ivliiclr

Provides training ill 	 sciences.
(d) uses. Tax-free alcohol withdrawn by educational organizations.

scientific universities, and colleges of learning shall be used onl y for

scientific, medicinal, and mechanical purposes. Use of tax-free alcohol
and resulting products are limited by the pro\'iSiOfls of 5 22.102.

(Sec. 201, Pub. L. 85-859. 72 St ilt. 1362. as amended (26 U.S.C. 5214))

§ 22.105 Hospilals, blood banks, and sanitariums.

(a) Tax-free alcohol withdrawn for use b y hospitals, blood banks. and

sanitariums sliill be used exclusivel y for medicinal. mechanical (anal-
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ysis or test) and scientific purposes and in the treatment of patients.
The use of tax-free alcohol and of products resulting from the use of
tax-free alcohol shall be confined to the permit premises, except as
provided in this section and § 22.102. Medicines compounded with
tax-free alcohol on the premises of a hospital or sanitarium, for use of
patients on the premises, may not be sold, but a separate charge may
be made for the medicine.

(b) A hospital, operating a clinic on premises, may withdraw tax-free
alcohol for use in the clinic, if the clinic is operated for charity and
not for profit. Medicines compounded with tax-free alcohol ma y be
dispensed to patients at a clinic for use outside of the clinic, if the
furnishing of the medicine is not conditioned upon payment.

(c) A hospital or sanitarium, operating a pathological or other labo-
ratory on premises, may withdraw tax-free alcohol for authorized use
in the laboratory.
(Sec. 201, Pub. L. 85-859, 72 Stat. 1362, as amended (26 U.S.C. 5214))

§ 22.106 Clinics.

Tax-free alcohol withdrawn by clinics operated for charity and not
for profit shall be used only for medicinal, scientific, and mechanical
purposes and in the treatment of patients. Medicine compounded with
tax-free alcohol may be dispensed to patients for use off the premises,
if the furnishing of the medicine is not conditioned upon payment. A
separate charge may be made for medicine compounded on the clinical
premises with tax-free alcohol.for use of patients on the premises.
Except as provided in this section and in § 22.102, the use of lax-free
alcohol shall be confined strictly to the promises of the clinic.
(Sec. 201. Pub. L. 85-859, 72 Slat. 1362, as amended (26 U.S.C. 5211))

§ 22.107 Pathological laboratories,

(a) Pathological laboratories, not operated by a hospital or sanitarium,
may withdraw and use tax-free alcohol if exclusively engaged in making
analyses or tests for hospitals or sanitariums. If a pathological laboratory
does not exclusively conduct analyses or tests for hospitals or sanitar-
iums, it does not qualify for the permit issued under this part.

(b) A pathological laboratory which uses tax-free alcohol for any other
purpose, except as provided iii this section, shall become liable for the
tax on the alcohol.

(c) Except as provided in § 22.102, the use of tax-free alcohol and of
products resulting from the use of lax-free alcohol shall be confined
strictly to tlw permit premises.
(Sec. 201, Pub. L. 854859, 72 Stat. 1314, as amended. 1362, as amended
(26 U.S.C. 5001, 5214))
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§ 22.108 Other laborat0ti

	Laboratories other than pathol0giI laboratofl
	

sci-
5 specified in

§ 22.107, may wit
hdraw and use tax-free alcohol exclusively in

entific research. The use of tax-free alcohol or of products resulting
from the use of tax-free alcohol shall be confined strictly to the labo-

ratory premises, except as provided in § 
22.102.

(Sec. 201 Pub. L. 85-35 9 72 Stast. 1362, as amended (26 U.S.C. 5214))

Subpart 11_Withdra\l and Receipt of 
Tax-Free Alcohol

§ 22.111 Withdrawals under permit.

(a) General. The permit. Form 5150.9, issued under Subpart D of this

	

authorizes a person to withdraw	
mtax-free alcohol	 fro the bonded

part.premises of a distilled spirits plant or, under the provisions of 26 U.S.C
.U.S C

the General Services Administra-
5688(a)(2)(B), receive alcohol from

tion.
(b) photocopying of permit. Form 5150.9. (1) 

As provided in § 22.54,

a permittee may make photocopies of its permit, or amended permit,
for the exclusive purpose of furnishing proof of authorization to with-

draw tax-free alcohol.
(2)

A permittee need only furnish the photocoPY of its permit. or
amended permit. to a distilled spirits plant for the "initial order" from

that distilled spirits plant.

(3) When a permittee makes Photocopies
of its permit. Form 5150,9,

each copy shall be signed, dated, and contain the word 'COPY' across

the face.
(4)

A permittee is responsible for obta i ning and, as applicable. de-

stroying all photocopies of its permit from distilled spirits plants when
(i) an amended or corrected permit is issued which supersedes the copy
on file. (ii) the permit is canceled by reason of requalification as a new
permittee. (iii) the permit is revoked or suspended or (iv) upon per-
manent discontinuance of use of tax-free alcohol.

(c) IV:ihdroRols under permit . (1) When a permittec places an initial

order for tax-free alcohol it shall forward a signed copy of the permit.
for retention by the distilled spirits plant, along with the purchase

request.
(2) When the permittee places a 

s ubsequent order for tax-free alcohol.

the purchase request, in addition to any other informatio
n , shall contain

the permit identification number and date of issue along with a state-
ment that the permittee possesses a valid permit to withdra

w tax-free

alcohol, a copy of which is on file.

(3) Shipments shall not be made b y a proprietor of a distilled spirits
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plant until it is in possession of a signed cop y of a valid permit, lorm
5150.9.
(Sec. 201, Pub. L. 85-859, 72 Stat. 1395, as amended (26 U.S.C. 55551)

§ 22.112 Regulation of withdrawals.

(a) Each permittec shall regulate its withdrawals of tax-free alcohol
to ensure that (1) the quantity on hand and unaccounted for does not
exceed the capacity of the storage facilities, and (2) the cumulative
quantity withdrawn or received in any colcndar year does not exceed
the quantity authorized by the permit, Form 5150.9. Recovered alcohol
and alcohol received from the General Services Administration shall
be taken into account in determining the total quantit y of alcohol on
hand.

(b) For the purpose of this section, tax-free alcohol and recovered
alcohol shall be considered as unaccounted for if lost under circuni-
stances where a claim for allowance is required b y this part and the
claim has not been allowed, or if used or disposed of in an' manner
not provided for in this part.

§ 22.113 Receipt of tax-free alcohol.

(a) When tax-free alcohol is received, it shall be placed in the storage
facilities prescribed by § 22.91 and kept there under lock until with-
drawn for use. Unless required by city or State fire code regulations or
authorized b y the regional director (compliance) or the terms of the
permit, the permittee may not remove tax-free alcohol from the original
packages or containers in which received until the alcohol is withdrawn
for use. If the tax-free alcohol is transferred to "safety" containers in
accordance with fire code regulations, the containers to which they are
transferred shall be appropriately marked to identif y the package from
which transferred, the quantity transferre :, the date of transfer, and the
name and address of the vendor.

(b) When tax-free alcohol is received, lie perrnittee shall ascertain
and account for any losses in transit in cordance with Subpart I of
this part. The permittee shall note any loss or deficienc y in the shipment
on the record of receipt.

(c) Records of receipt shall consist of the consignors invoice or bill.
Records of receipt may be filed in accordance with the permittee's own
filing system as long as it does not cause inconvenience to AT!" officers
desiring to examine the records. The film system shall svstematicully
and accuratel y account for the receipt of ill tax-free alcohol.

§ 22.114 Alcohol received from the General services Administration.

Any nonpofit charitable institution holding a permit on Form 5150.9,
and receiving alcohol from the General Sirvices Administration under
the provisions of 26 U.S.C. 5688(a)(2)(B), shall include any quantity of
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alcohol received ill o i nputing the (1UdIllitV of tix-free alcohol that may

be procured under its permit (luring the calendar year. The alcohul.

re cipt shall he j)lUCCd in the storage facilities prescribed in
	 2 q I

and kept there under lock until wit hidravn for use.

Subpart I—Losses

§ 22.121 liability and reslionSil)ility of carriirS.

(a)
A person or carrier transporting tax-free alcohol to a consignee or

returning the alcohol to the consignor is responsi ble for time safe dchverv

and is accountable for an' tax-free alcohol not delivered.

(b)
A person or carrier transporting lax-free alcohol in violation of

an law or regulation pertaining thereto, is subject to all provisions of

law relating to alcohol subject to and the payment of tax thereon and

sha ll be required to pay the tax.

(Sec. 201. Pub. L. B 5-85. 72 Stat. 1314. US amended (26 U.S.C. 5001)1

§ 22.122 Losse s in transit.

(a) Reporting losses, Upon discovering any loss of tax-free alcohol

while in transit, the carrier shall immediatelY inform the consignee. in
writing, of the facts and circumstances relating to the loss. In the case

of theft, the carrier shall also i in imied iately not i fv the consignee's re-

gional director (compliance) of the facts and circumstances relating to

the loss.

(b) Recording losses. 
At the time the shipment or report of loss is

received, the consignee shall determine the quantity of tax-free alcohol

lost. The consignee shall note the quantity lost on the receiving Hoc-
ument and attach all relevant information to the record of receipt. pre-

scribed in 22.113. For the purpose of maintaining the records pre-

scribed in Subpart NI of this part, receipts oi l tax-free alcohol shall only

include the quantity actually received.

(c) C/elms. 
A claim for allowances of losses of tax-free alcohol shall.

as prescribed in § 22.125. he filed:

(1)
If the quantity lost in transil exceeds 1 percent of the total quantity

shipped and is more than 5 proof gallons. the consignee shall file a

claim for allowance of the entire quantity lost: or

(2)
if the loss was due to theft or other unlawful removal, the coil-

signec shall file a claim for allowances of the entire quantity Inst, re-

gardless of the quantity or percentage involved.
(Reporting approved by the Office of Management and Budget under

control number 1512-0335: recordkeeping approved b y the Office of

Management and Budget under control number 1512-0334.1
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§ 22.123 Losses on premises.

(a) Recording of losses. A perinittee shall determine and record. in
the records prescribed b y Subpart M of this part, the quantity of tax-
free or recovered alcohol lost on premises -

(1) At the end of each semi-annual period when the inventor y re-
quired b y § 22.162 is taken, or

(2) Immediately upon the discovery of any loss due to casualty, theft
or other unusual causes.

(Ii) claims. A claim for allowances of losses of tax-free alcohol shall
he filed as prescribed in § 22.125, in the following circumstances—

(1) if the quantity lost during any semi-annual inventory period ex-
ceeds 1 percent of the quantity to be accounted for during that period,
and is more than 10 proof gallons, or

(2) if the loss was due to theft or unlawful use or removal, the per-
mittee shall file a claim for allowances of losses regardless of the quan-
tity involved.
(Approved b y the Office of Management and Budget under control
number 1512-0334)

§ 22.124 Incomplete shipments.

(a) Subject to the provisions of this part and Part 19 of this chapter,
when containers of tax-free alcohol have sustained losses in transit
other than by theft, and tile shipment will not be delivered to Ihe
consignee, the carrier may return the shipment to the distilled spirits
plant.

(b) When tax-free alcohol is returned to the distilled spirits plant, in
accordance with this section, the carrier shall inform the proprietor, in
writing, of the facts and circumstances relating to the loss. In the case
a1 theft, the carrier shall also immediately notify the shipper's regional
director (compliance) of the facts and circumstances relating to the loss.

(c) Subject to the limitations for loss prescribed in § 22.122, the pro-
prietor of the distilled spirits plant shall file a claim for allowance of
the entire quantity lost, in the same manner provided in that section.
The claim shall include the applicable date required by § 22.125.

§ 22.125 Claims,

(a) Claims for allowances of losses of tax-free or recovered alcohol
shall be filed, on Form 2635 (5620.8), with the regional director (corn-
pliance) within 30 days from the date the loss is ascertained, and shall
contain the followin g information:

(1) "Jame, address, and permit number of claimant;
(2) ldentifi;ation and location of the container(s) from which the tax-

free or recovered alcohol was lust, and the quantity lost from each
container:
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(fl Total quantit y of tax-free or W( 	 alcohol overeti 1w the

claim and the aggrcgateluafltItY involved:
41 Date of loss or discuver\'. the cause or nature of loss, and all

relevant facts, 
	 wts, including facts establishing 	 the loss ot.tUrre(l

as a result of negligence. confliVnC. collusion or fraud on the part of

an y person. employee or agent participating i ll 	 responsible for the

loss: and
(5) Name of carrier where a loss in transit in involved.

(h) The carriers statement regarding a loss in transit, prescribed liv

22.122 or 22.124, shall accompany the claim.

(i) The regional director (compliance) ma y require additional evi-

dence to be submitted in support of the claim.

See Fi gure 69 for ATF Form 1451 which is uscd to report the annual

use of tax-free alcohol.

CONTINUING WITHDRAWAL PERMITS

oil 23, 1982, the Department of the Treasury Bureau of
Alcohol, Tobacco and Firearms issued Industry Circular No. 82-13 en-
titled Continuing Withdrawal Permits for Tax-Free Alcohol Users. the
(:ircular. addressed to Tax-Free Alcohol Users and Distilled Spirits

Plant Proprietors (DSP) states:

Purpose. The purpose of this circular is to advise industry members of the

new regulatio ns regarding the elimination of the requirement for tax-free al-

cohol users to annuatl\' make application for and receive a new withdrawal

pe.ruiit.
The final rule. T.D. ATF-103, amended regulations ill CFR Parts 211 and

213. 
The specific changes which affect tax-free alcohol users and DSP propri-

etors are as follows:
(a) Tax-Free Alcohol Users —Withdrawal permits issued oil 	 1150

(3150.13) to tax-free alcohol users which are annotated to expire oil 	 30,

1983, will continue in effect indefinitely. It is not necessar y to submit all

 for renewal of the May 1, 1983–April 30. 1984 withdrawal permit

or for any succeeding withdrawal permit. (Section 213.1 11 of 27 CFR is re-

moved).
(h) Shipments b y DSP Proprietors—DSP proprietors are authorized to make

shipments after April 311, 1983, of tax-free alcohol to users whuse permits expire

on April 30, 1983. This authorization is based on the fact that all the above
mentioned withdrawal permits will be valid after the expiration date, in-

definitel y , in the same manner as limited withdrawal permits.
A1F believes this amendment will significantly reduce administrative bur-

dens on both industry and the Government.

Inquiries. Inquiries concerning this circular should refer to it by num-

ber and be addressed to: Assistant Director, (Regulatory Enforcement),
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Fig. 69

Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco and Firearms, 1200 Peiinsvlvania Avenue.

NW, Washington. DC 20226,

DISPENSING ALCOHOLIC LIQUORS TO PATIENTS

In the summer of 1965. the Internal Revenue Service division of

Alcohol and Tobacco Tax issued 
Industry Memorandum No. NA 65-7

to hospitals and similar institutions. The purpose of the memorandum

was to advise hospitals and institutions regarding liabilit y for special

sing
tax which ma y be incurred b dispel]

alcoholic liquors to patients.

memorandum No. NA 65-7 provides that:

Internal Revenue laws impose special taxes on persons engaging or carryIng

on the business or occupation of selling. or offering for sale. an y alcoholic

liquors for use as a beverage whether or not such liquors are fit for such use

Regulations issued pursuant to Internal Revenue law provide that hospitals
and similar institutions furnishing liquor to patients are not required to pa
special tax, provided that no specific or additional charge is made for the liquor

S O furnished. This regulation is found at set tion 194.187 of the Federal Liquor

Dealer regulations. The words 'no specific or additional charge" are interpreted

as appl y ing, for example, to those cases where a hospital or institution makes

a fixed charge for treatment, subsistence, medicine, etc., and the over-all fee
or charge remains the same regardless of whether alcoholic liquors are furnished

to the patient.
A hospital or similar institution incurs liability for special tax as a retail liquor
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dealer whenever it furnishes an alcoholic liquor to a patient, whether pursuan
tto a pre

scription or otherwise, under conditions constituting a sale. Those
conditions would include any manner of accoufltin1, for a specific or additional
charge made to a patient for alcoholic liquor furnished him. Totaling of charges
for various items under a general headline, such as "Drugs and Dressings"
would not give relief from special tax liability, if a charge for alcoholic liquors
is one of the items included in the total.

Any hospital or similar institution which dispenses alcoholic liquors under
conditions constituting a sale will be required to pay special tax as a retail
liquor dealer. Special tax is paid by filing a tax return on Form 

11 with theDistrict Director of Revenue in the District in which the hospital is located.The special tax rate for a retail liquor dealer 
IS $54.00 for each fiscal yearbeginning July 1.

ALCOHOL RECORDS AND AUTOMATIC DATA PROCESSING

Industry Circular No. 65. 5 was issued to advise users of tax-free
alcohol, among others of the provisions of Revenue Procedure 64-35,I.R.B. 1964-37, 21.

The revenue procedure requires that the methodology built into e
c
omputer's accounting program "must include a method of producing

from the punched cards or tapes visible and legible records which will

provide the necessary details required by the regulation covering the

respective operations or such details must be available in supplemental
records,"

In addition the revenue procedure suggests that the Assistant Re-
gional Co

mmissioner Alcohol and Tobacco Tax, be notified in advance

of the actual installation of an automatic data processing system in

order to assure the adequacy of the system as it relates to the required
records.

SELECTED READINGS

All of the following publications can be obtained from the Superinten 
01 of Documi'nts,U.S. Government Printing Office, Washington. D.C., 20402.

Distribution and Use of Dunaiurcd Alcohol and Rum, Part 211 of 'rOle 211. Code of Federal
Regulations I.R.S. Publication No. 443.

Formulas for Denaturi .
d Alcohol and Rum, Part 212. Title 25. Code of Federal RegulationsI.R.S. Public,11 00 No. 368.

Distribution and Use of 1'ax-',,p Alcohol Part 213. i'j l)i, 27, Code of Federal Rug ula tions.'\TF 5100.9 (12-771.

Drawback on Distid Spirits Used in tstanufacturing No nbimv pr5g1 , Pruclucis. Part 1117.
'1 itle 25. Code of Federal Regulations, I.R.S. Publicat i on No 206.R ul es ofPractice   in Perrn ii Proceed logs. Part 200. ilIum 26.
I.R.S.

	

	 Code of Federal  Regu Is liens.Publication No. 289.
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Dispensing During Off-Hours

At one time, the major criticism of the small hospital was the lack
Of clinical ancillary services on a 168 hour per week basis. Over the
years, the clinical laboratories, radiology, blood bank and the emer-
genc y service have successfully coped with the demand. The one area
which has not kept pace has been the pharmaceutimi l service. Mans'
reasons have been offered for this dilemma, the major ones being the
Shortage of trained Personnel and the prohibitive cost. The percentge
Of hospital pharmacies providing around-tile-clock service has ain-creased from 6% in 1975 to 12% in 1978. 1 and to 193% in 1982. 2 The
1982 figures showed 24-hour service in 2.8% of the hospitals with less
than 200 beds, 25,4% in hospitals with between 208 to 399 beds, and
70.3% in hospitals with 400 or more beds.2

Much has been published relative to the various means whereby a
hospital may provide 24-hour a day pharmacy coverage :l.1 and the fol-
lowing represents a brief review of them.

USE OF NURSING SUPERVISORS

The first and probably the commonest method employed toda y is to
Permit the evening and night nursing supervisor to enter the pharmac
and provide a limited t y pe of service. Although this method is the most
widely used, it is dangerous and in some areas an illegal practice. Those
who advocate such a practice are prone to cite the argument that there
exists a correlation between the nurse selecting a medicine from the
drug cabinet on the pavilion and selecting the same item from the
pharmacy The fallacy of this is the fact that medications Which
have been forwarded to the nursing station have alread y had the benefitof special packaging, handling and labeling by p rofessionally Compe-
tent and legally qualified individuals.

Therefore, if this is the only means available to the small hospital,
it should be practiced with caution. Nursing personnl serving in this
category should'be specifically prohibited from compoulldi,lg a mixture
and restricted to dispensing fium the selection of pre-laheled and pre-
packaged items.

378
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Eu:RGENcY BOXES AND NIGHT DRUG CABINETS

The literature is replete with data concerning emergency boxes and

night dru g cabinets. Since these two items serve a different purpose,

we shall discuss them separately
The e117eIeI2cy box, although all 	 part of the twenty-four-hour

a da y pharmacy coverage, is necessary to expedite treatment iii situa-
lions where time is of the essence. Therefore, the emergency, or as it
is often called the 'STAT" bu y , must be large enough to contain the
nectssary supplies and yet sufficientlY compact to facilitate handling
them. The box should he kept in a readily accessible place, known to
all ward personnel, and should he read y for use at all times. In order
to accomplish this goal, the pharmacy should have reserve boxes pre-

pared SO 
that the units may he handled on an exchange basis and thereby

reduce the period of time a ward ma y be without a ready-to-use emer-

gency box.
If it is the hospital's policy to make a charge for the supplies used

from the emergency box, then the nurse should prepare a charge ticket
and submit it to the pharmacy along with the "used" box.

Some of the larger teaching hospitals have expanded on the emer-
gencv box concept and have developed the 'emergency cart" or 're-
suscitation cart. These mobile units have oil the same basic
supplies contained in the emergency box plus facilities for the admin-

istration of ox ygen, the application of suction, and a cardiac pacemaker.
For the convenience of those desiring to establish an emergency box,

a list of the pharmaceuticals and ancillary supplies which should he
in it is given in Chapter 4, p. 114. However, where the services of a
Pharmacy and Therapeutics Committee are available, the pharmacist
should consult with the Committee prior to the adoption of a specific

list of supplies.
Once all 	 box system is put into effect, the hospital phar-

muacist is reminded that it should not be forgotten. Many of the drugs

which ma y be placed in the unit may deteriorate if not used within a
reasonahie period-of time, and therefore are useless in all
Therefore, a system of checking all emergency boxes must be initiated
and pursued on a regular basis.

One such system requires the hospital pharmacist to check each enier-
gency box oil monthl y basis in order to remove outdated and (fete-

riorated medications. '['his system requires placing all and
product control card in the box (Fig. 70). First, it serves as an inventory
of the emergency box: second, it shows when the unit was last checked:
and third, it provides the nursing personnel with adequate directions
for replenishing any item which may have been used.

The night drug supply cuhinet is basically all 	 to the charge
floor stock medications already on the pavilion. These units also range
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EMERGENCY BOX INVENTORY 6 CCSTP.OL CARD

Mcothly ControlCiecoIrventoy	 Product	
F M A	 d

6 arnpjls	 Armnphy.n 250 mg N.	
L	 V V

4 anipult	 CaIom Gluconate 10 nil I.V.	 v v v v
6 ampuls	 Drgtor 02 mg I.M.	 V V V I V

Fig. 70.

from a simple cabinet with drawers to large elaborate installations
which include narcotic vaults and refrigerated compartments.'

The large cabinets are usually constructed in a wall of the pharmacy
so that the unit may be serviced from within the pharmacy yet is ac-
cessible from the corridor side to authorized nursing personnel.

The night drug supply cabinet should be stocked with pre-packaged
and labeled containers of the drug listed in the hospital formulary
which the Pharmacy and Therapeutics Committee deems advisable. In
addition, many hospitals also store certain medical and surgical sup-
plies such as Foley catheters, oxidized cellulose and elastic hosiery.

The nursing supervisor opening the unit is required to leave a prop-
erly identified charge ticket listing the item removed and to whom it
was administered. The next morning, pharmacy personnel restock the
unit and forward the charge tickets to the accounting office.

Although the cost of purchase and installation of a night service
cabinet may seem high to those who have inquired about such a unit,
it would seem to be reasonably safe to state that the control of inventory
which such a unit provides will more than offset its initial purchase
and installation. Any plans for the construction of a new. pharmacy or
the renovation of existing quarters should include such a unit.

USE OF PHYSICIANS

Next to the use of registered pharmacists, a safe administrative and
legal Practice would be to prohibit nursin g personnel from entering the
pharmacy after hours and require that the physician enter the pharmacy
and obtain any special medication not provided through the floor
stocks, night cabinets or emergency box.

The major drawbacks to this method are first that the physician might
waste a grea1 deal of time searching for a product in unfamiliar sur-
roundings and second, in these days of physician shortages, it is an
unfair burden to place upon their already heavily taxed work hours.

This system does, however, possess one major advantage in that
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rather than enter the pharmac y , the physician ma y he influenced 11)

use a drug which will ccomplish the same purpose, vet is more readily

available

pI1ARiAC1STON-CALL

Like all professional perSoiinel. the hospital pharmacist understands
the necessity of providing tvcntv-four-hour coverage and, therefore.
will not hesitate to accept his share of an on-call assignment. In order
to encourage thist y pe of coverage, man administrators have developed
bonus or extra pay plans to compensate the pharmacist.

Where the hospital employs a number of pharmacists. the institution
Of a rotational plan of on-calls will not burden any single individual.

In communities where more than one hospital is in operation, it is
recommended that the pharmacists join forces in providing twenty-four

hour on service. Under such a system, one pharmacist will be

assigned to on-call dut y for any one period of time and he, therefore,
will answer the needs of both institutions. This t y pe of cooperation
will spread out the frequency of on-call duty and, at the same time,
acquaint a second person with the routine of each hospital in case of
an emergency or sick leave and vacation coverage.

PURCHASED SERVICE

Hospitals employing only one staff pharmacist have found a practical
solution to the dilemma by contracting with the local communit y phar-

macy for night, holiday and vacation relief for the staff pharmacist.
This method is a safe and legal one which, while protecting the drug

needs of the hospital and patient, establishes good will in the com-

munit y and perhaps a better understanding of the efforts of the hospital
to safe-guard the health needs of the area oil round-the-clock basis.

Where there is more than one pharmacy in the community, care
should be taken to avoid any claims of favoritism or politics. One

method b y which this may be accomplished is to develop a set of
specifications and requirements concerning the desired service and
request the local establishments to submit their bids. Obviously, the
specifications should be so prepared that onl y the retail pharmacies

with adequate staff, inventor y , and deliver y service can qualify to bid.

In recent years, much has been done to make drugs available on (he
pavilions in order to cope with every emergency. Some of these methods
include the use of mechanical dispensing units. self-medication P"°-
grams and centralized unit dose dispensing sy stem available around

the clock.
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EXTENDING PHARMACY SERVICE HOURS

Emergency after-hour pharmacy services in hospitals have been re-
placed by around the clock coverage b y staff pharmacists. In those
smaller hospitals that are currentl y struggling to provide safe medica-
tions during off-hours, efforts should be made to convince hospital

administration to financially support the broader pharmaceutical cov-
erage. One survey 2 reveals that hospital pharmacists utilized the fol-
lowing reasons to convince management to support the extension of
services;

Provided continuity for the IV admixture program.
Provided continuity for the unit close program.
Provided medication to the night shift that is least experienced and new-
est to the hospital; reluctance or refusal by, and the time constraints on
the night nursing supervisor allowed more involvement with nursing
rather than pharmacy problems.
Provided continuity with the drug information service.
Provided continuit y for the drug monitoring system.
Helped to prevent serious medication error(s) at night.

The ASHP Technical Assistance Bulletin on Hospital Drug Distri-

bution and Control provides the following statements with regard to

emergency medical supplies and the provision of pharmaceutical serv-
ice after hours*

Emergency Medication Supplies. A policy to supply emergency clings
when the pharmacist is off the premises or when there is insufficient
time to get to the pharmacy should cxist..Emer gency drugs should he
limited in number to include only those whose prompt use and in-
mediate availability are generall y regarded by ph ysicians as essential
in the proper treatment of sudden and unforeseen patient emergencies.
The emergency drug suppl y should not be a source for normal "stat"
or 'p.r.n." drug orders. The medications included should be primarily
for the treatment of cardiac arrest,- circulatory collapse, allergic reac-

tions, convulsions, and bronchospasrn. The pharmacy and therapeutics

committee should specify the drugs and supplies to be included in
emergency stocks.

Emergency drug supplies should he inspected by pharmacy person-
nel on a routine basis to determine if contents have become outdated

and are maintained at adequate levels. Emer gency kits should have a
seal which visually indicates when they have been opened. The ex-
piration date of the kit should be clearly indicated.

Pharmacy Service When the Pharmac y is Closed. Hospitals provide
services to patients 24 hours a day. Pharmaceutil services are an
integral part Of the total care provided b y the hospital. and the services
of a pharmacist should be available at all times. Where around-the-
clock operation of the pharmacy is not feasible, a pharmacist should
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be available on an on-call basis. The use of night cabinets' and drug

dispensing by nonphaTlnacistS should be minimized, and eliminated

herever possible. (See Chapter 14, Fig. 46.)
Drugs must not be dispensed to outpatients or hospital staff by anyone

other than a pharmacist while the pharmacy is open. If it is necessary
for nurses to obtain drugs when the pharmac y is closed and the phar-

macist is unavailable, written procedures covering this practice should

be developed. The y generally should provide for a limited suppl y of

the drugs most conimonk , needed in these situations the drugs should
be in proper single-close packages and a log should be kept of all doses
removed. This log must contain the date and time the drugs were re-
moved, a complete description of the drug product(s). name of the
(authorized) nurse involved, and the patient's name.

Drugs should not be dispensed to emergency room patients by non-
pharmacist personnel if the pharmacy is open. When no pharmacist is
available, emergency room patients should receive drugs packaged, to
the extent possible, in single unit packages: no more than a clay's supply
of doses should he dispensed. The use of art emergency room "for-

mulary'' is recommended.

SELECTED READINGS

Ross. A.).: Extended Hours of Service. Pharm. I.. 221:526-527. (Dec.) 1978.
tpton, JR.: Justifying 24-Hour Pharmaceutical Services. Am. J. Heap. Pharm..

39:2072-2078. (Dec.) 1982.
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Hospital Reimbursement

Because of the remarkable change in the manner in which the health
care industry is reimbursed, it is important for the institutional prac-
titioner to be aware of these reimbursement systems and their evolution.
Irrespective of the reimbursement methodology of the third party payors
or the jurisdiction in which the hospital is located, there is an impact
on the daily operation of the department of pharmacy services.

BLUE CROSS PLAN

Established in the 1930s, the concept of the Blue Cross plan today
boasts a membership of upwards of 60 million people. The importance
of this plan is further emphasized when one learns that in some hos-
pitals nearly 75% of all admissions are covered by a Blue Cross plan.

Under this type of coverage the hospital is paid, in addition to a
portion of the room and board charge, an amount for ancillary services
which is determined by a 'reimbursement formula" or published
charges, whichever is the lower. In arriving at the actual dollar rate of
reimbursement, the Blue Cross auditors exclude the cost of teaching,
research and capital expenditures.

Since the reimbursement rate for ancillaries includes the cost of
drugs, the pharmacist should be aware of the fact that the drug portion
of this reimbursement is arrived at by determining the average drug
cost per patient day.

The average drug cost per patient day is calculated by dividing the
actual cost of drugs issued by the hospital for the fiscal year by the
total number of patient days for the same period. The average cost per
patient da y is also ascertained for all other ancillar y services rendered

by the hospital.
A state-approved reimbursement formula is then applied to the av-

erage cost per patient day figures which then results in a dollar rate
which will be paid to the hospital for every Blue Cross patient day of
service rendörccl to the plan's subscribers.

With the advent of the DRO prospective payment syster]m, Blue Cross.

Varies with piari.

-3
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as Medicare intermediary. reimburses hospitals for all Medicare pa-
tients 01) that basis.

Many Blue Cross plans have developed and operate a wholly owned
1-IMO subsidiary as a defensive measure to prevent all of Plan
membership to competing alternative health care delivery systems.

COMMERCIAL INSURANCE PLANS

Present-day insurance plans are of the deductible and co-insurance
type. The deductible portion of the policy is primarily intended to
eliminate small nuisance claims. However, man y individuals who have
a Blue Cross plan paid for by their employer purchase a commercial
policy with the deductible portion being the maximum allowed b y the
Blue Cross plan. One of the reasons advanced for this is the lower cost
to the subscriber and yet it provides him with extremely broad hos-
pitalization insurance.

Because the deductible and co-insurance type of policy often pro-
vides fur a specific maximum aggregate benefit, insurance carriers irn-
posed the cu-insurance factor as a control on the quantity and type of
medical care to be received by the policyholder. Under such plans, the
insurance carrier will pay a stated percentage of the medical CXC11SC

and the policyholder undertakes to pay the balance.
Under the commercial insurance plans, the insured, if he has no other

t y pe of coverage, pays the deductible amount of his policy and the co-
insurance amount, the balance being covered by the insurance com-
pany.

From the above brief comparison of the Blue Cross plan with that of
a commercial typo health insurance plan, it shOUld be clear that the
Blue Cross subscriber utilizing the hospital pa y s for his drugs and other
ancillary services on the basis of actual cost to the hospital, whereas
the patient without any form of coverage or with commercial health
insurance may pay the hospital's published charges.

MEDICARE COST-PER-CASE MANAGEMENT CONCEPT

The 1982 Medicare Amendments made drastic changes in hospital
pa y ment policies. These changes (1) replaced routine per diem cost
limits with total operating cost-per-case limits: (2) authorized 'incen-
tive pa y ments'' to hospitals that hold costs below a Medicare cost-per-
case target: and (3) mandated the development of a prospective payment
proposal for consideration b y the Congress in 1983.

Historicall y , the Medicare program was created in 1965 to improve
access to mmer.dcd health services by the elderl y. It provided for a corn-
prehensi.'e benefit package for patients with modest cost-sharing; phv-
sician pa y ment based oil 	 customary and reasonable fees; and
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hospital pa y ment based oil costs.'' It was these incentives
hat caused increased utilization and intensit y of services that has

nearl y bankrupted the system
The new revisions limit average Medicare reinbursable total oper-

ating cost-per-case. For each hospital, two limits are set: a target r.ost-
per-case and a Section 223 maximum allowable cost-per-case. The
lower of these two liiiiit S is app1 IN] irliliough costs in excess of the
target cost-per-case are Portia liv reimbursable while loo  of the osts
in excess of the Section 223 limit must he absorbed by the hospital.1n

The cost-per-case target is calculated b y applying all rate
of increase to the hospitals actual historical cost-per-case. The limit
applies to total operating costs, including both routine and ancillary
services but excluding capital and teaching costs. The allowable rate
of increase is determined b y the 1 ICFA market basket index plus one
percent. Hospitals able to contain their average cost-per-case to a level
below their target ae permitted to retain 50% of the savings.

MEDICARE PROSPECTIVE PRICING CONCEPT

On March 24. 1983, Congress approved a Medicare prospective pric-
ing plan as part of the Social Securit y Amendments of 1983. Unlike
the s y stem of the Tax Equity arid Fiscal Responsibility Act cost-per-
case limits, the approach to Medicare prospective pricing (1) sets pric-
in- for each Diagnosis Related Group (DRG) rather [hall a case
mix adjusted cost-per-case limit for the hospital: (2( severs the tradi-
tional relationship between Medir:arc revenues and costs: and (3) places
the hospital 'at risk" for differences between average costs within DRGs
arid the ORG prices,15

Because of the 'at-risk'' factor, hospitals must be managed within
tire limits of available revenues and therefore must control the length
of sta y , use of ancillar y services and the mix of patients admitted within
each ORG.

Basis of Payment

The discharge will he the unit of pa y ment in the Medicare prospective
P ri cing s ystem. Over a 4- y ear period, a s y stem of prospective pricing
will he phased in that establishes separate urban and rural national
ORG price schedules, adjusted for variations in wage levels. During the
phase-in period, the payment for each Medicare discharge will be com-
puted b y blending a hospital-specific cost-per-case amount, the regional
urban or rural price for the ORG to which the patient is assigned (ad-
justed for variations ill levels), and the national urban or rural
price for the ORG to which the patient is assigned (adjusted for van-
atioris ill 	 levels).
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• In the first war, the payment for each Mcdii are patient kvill be equal to:

- 75% of the hospital-spoc:ific cost-per-Case amount; PLUS
- 25 1 % of the regional average price for the patients IJRG.
• In the second year, the payment for each Nticlicare patient will be equal

to:
- 50% of the hospital-specific cost-per-Case amount: PLUS
- 37.5% of the regional average price for the patients DRG: PLUS

- 12.5% of the national average price for the patient's nRC.
• In the third veer, the pa y ment for each Mihicare patient will be equal

to:
- 25% of the hospital-specific cost-per-case atiiount: PLUS
- 37.5 1% of the regional average price for the patient's DRC: PLUS
- 37.5% of the national average price for the patient's DRG.

in thethe fourth year, payments will be based on the urban or rural
national average price for each DRG, adjusted for differences in area
wages.

The American Hospital Association has succinctly summarized this
legislation as follows:ta

Hospitals and Services Covered. All hospitals except long-term, chil-
dren's, psychiatric and rehabilitation hospitals Distinct part psychi-
atric and rehabilitation units of general hospitals are also exempt, and
hospitals designated as sole community providers are given special
treatment. Out patient services and services provided in exempt distinct
part units of general hospitals will be paid lor oil the basis of retro-
spectively determined costs.

Effective Dates. Prospective payment replaces the TEFRA cost-per-
case limits in hospital fiscal years beginning oil or after October 1, 1983.

Unit u/Pa vinent. When (lie prospective pricing system is fully phased
in separate prices will be established for each of the Medicare Diagnosis
Related Groups (DRGs). During the phase-in period payments will be
calculated oil 	 per-discharge basis.

Method of C'oinputin,e,' Payments. During a three year phase-in period.
the payment for each hospital discharge will be a blend of a hospital
cost-per-case amount, a regional average price for the IJRG to which a
patient is assigned, and the national average pi ice for the patient's DRG.
Separate LJRU prices will be computed for urban and rural hospitals.
The regional and national prices will be adjuted for the wage level in
the hospital's area. Beginning in the fourth ear. prices will be set on
the basis of the national average price for urban or rural hospitals.

/f'(e Adjustment Factom: During the first two years of prospective

pricing a bust: year cusi -per-case will be rolled forward b y the rate of

increase ill thc hospital market basket, plus one percent for technology.
Adjustments ''ill be made to ensure that tot I Medicare expenditures
are no greater under prospective payment thait under the TEI"RA cost-
per-case limits. Ill 	 'ears, the prh e adjustment factor will
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he deterirrinerl b' the Secretary in consultation with an independeirt
lull] ri ISSI (In.

Poimr1?lS for 'Outliers' end 'it p/cal c'osas ' ' ' At y pical" or "out-
her'' caSes include patients whose length of stay exceeds tile average
or tie DEC liv either a fixed number of da y s or a fixed riurlilier of

standard deviations and. if approved b y I ICl'i\. patients whose costs
are a "fixed multiple of tire average cost in the DRU to which the
latent is assigned. Pa y ments for "nutTier" cases will he based on tire
ridrginal costs' of the da y s be yond the cut-off level.
Par 'fire/il of Lvinpt Pro i u/el's. Hospitals exempt from the prospective

pirncnt s ystem, includii chstioct part rehabilitation and psychiatric
i,;irts of general hospit als -will be reimbursed on the basis of retrospec-
tively delernii red costs, subiect to the cost-per-case limit on the allow-
able rate of increase e stablished b y TEI-'RA, The "section 223" limit
will not appl y to these hospitals.

Treatment of capital Costs. During the first three y ears of the pro-
grain, capital expenses will he reirribursed oil basis of retrospec-
tively determined costs. Separate identification of capital costs incurred
after the date of enactment may be required. Capital costs will he in-
corporated into the prospective prices beginning in year four.

Treatment of Education Costs. The direct expenses of approved ed-
ucation prograiris vrl I be reimbursed o il 	 basis of retrospectively
iletermined costs.

Treotn: pnl of Indirect .tfedica/ Ethicül/on costs. The indirect costs of
medical education will he reimbursed oil basis of air indirect med-
ical education allowance" equal to 12.12% of direct operating costs for
each increment of 0.1 iii the ratio of full time equivalent interns and
residents to beds.

Apjx'uls. Hospitals ma y appeal the incorrect application of the pro-
spective pricing me thodology and errors in calculation. The adequacy
of the prices established b y the correct application of the methodology
ma y not be appealed.

DRUG UTILIZATION REVIEW (DUR)

Hoffnran-' O lids described a strategy aimed to reduce drug expendi-
tures with a drug utilization review (OUR) program. The importance
of this t y pe of program is underscored by the spiraling rise in health
care expenditures and the influence of costly new drug technology. The
program described consists of a utilization review of high cost drugs
for which a lower cost alternative exists. The following is a conden-
sat ion of the essential elements of the Huffman strategy:

I Establish drug usage criteria through literature review and consultations.
2. Obtain medical staff approval and endorsement.
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3. [itservice the pharmac y stall nit the approved drug usage criteria.

4 Employ a DUR pharmacist who will. on a d ' liI .V basis, compare the pre-
scribed drug use to the approved criteria and contact the prescriber when
the usage appears to be inappropriate.

Floffinan also presents a job description fora DUR pharmacist. Some
of the representative duties include but are not limited to:

1. lniplutiients MIR piograills as needed ill conjunction with the pharmacy
and medical staff.

2. Conducts reg ul or educational p rogra ins for inedical, nursing and pl iar-
macv staffs regarding drug utilization.

3. Monitor drug expenses and utilization on a regular basis.
4. Maintains and updates DUR literature file.
5. Assists ill 	 maintenance of the hospital drug formulary.

PRICING OF DRUGS

Much has been published concerning the pricing of prescriptions ill

the retail pliarmacy) 3 in addition, various pricing schedules have been
developed and made available to the community pharmacist.4

Oil other hand, the problem of pricing policy has remained local
in nature. That is, some state hospital pharmacy groups have under-
taken pricing surveys and have published the data obtained.' This type
of information, although of local comparative value, does nothing in

the wa y of establishing a workable nation-wide hospital pharmacy pre-
scription pricing formula from which each hospital may develop its
own schedule of prescriptioli prices.

At the present time, too many hospital pharmacists establish pre-

scription prices blindl y. That is to say, their prices are simply based
on a percentage mark-up over cost. The percentage selected is usually
that of a neighboring hospital or what is thought to be prevalent in the
local community pharmacies.

In hospitals with low direct and indirect costs, the arbitrarily selected
percentage murk-up figure may be high enough to permit a profitable

operation. If, o il 	 other hand, the direct and indirect costs are high.
all 	 loss seems a reasonable certainty.

Therefore, it behooves the hospital pharmacist to work closely with
the comptroller in order to establish the departmental direct and in-
direct cost. Once ascertained, this figure when divided by the number
of prescriptions filled will result iii a unit prescription portion of the
operational expense. From this, it should not be too difficult for the
pharmacist to visualize the end of the spectrum in 'hicli lie is oper-
ating. In this calculation, "the number of preso riptiohis filled" has been
used as tIn: deoioiuinatoir. For general purposes. "prescription here is
intended to iU:,o:i otit-pittient prescription, take-home drug prescription
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and in-patient drug order since irrespective of how the niedicat ion is
administered or where it is consumed, the dispensing aspect remains
the same.

To this point, discussion has been aimed at developing an equitable
price for drugs to be charged to all categories of patients and vet to be
in ii posit ion to fully protect the hospital's financial interests in any
transaction involving the sale of drugs to patients who do riot have any
fui in of insurance, as well as those who are covered b y a coniorercial
carrier whose policy provides for the pa y ment of posted charges. 'l'here-
fore, nothing has been mentioned of those patients whose hospital and
medical needs are paid for b y third party payers, other than Blue Cross.
Medicare and conrniercjii insurance companies. These third party pa y -
ors ma y be welfare agencies. industrial accident groups, or various
governmental bureaus providing aid to the blind, to families of de-
pendent children, to crippled children or for vocational rehabilitation.

Patients admitted to the hospital under the sponsorship of these agen-
cies are accepted for a specified all-inclusive per diem rate, generally
the Medicaid rate. Therefore, an y difference between the hospital's
Posted charges and the per diem rate is considered to be all
b y the hospital.

I lowever, when the patients of some of these agencies are seen in
the hospital clinics and receive a prescription, an entirel y different
pricing policy ma y he put into effect. 'l'his special pricing schedule is
usuall y prepared by the agency and becomes a part of the agency's
contract with the hospital.

PER DIEM DRUG CHARGE

The itemized pharmacy charges for 250 patients were studied to
determine the average dail y charges for drugs and pharmaceutical serv-
ices. A comparison of the actual charges and the projected per diem
rate indicated that the per diem rate would produce the same revenue
as the itemized charging method. The per diem system enabled the
hospital to reduce administrative and accounting costs while contin-
uing to provide qualit y pharmaceutical service.17

Other hospitals have explored various methods of combining tile per
diem drug charge with fees for special clinical services. Yet others have
advocated flat fees based oil medication record; a mark-up plus a
dose fee and a combined product and service per diem fee. these
concepts may be explored further b y reading the articles cited under
Selected Readings at the end of this chapter.

P ROFESSIONAL FEE CONCEPT

The fee concept has been defined 6 as follows.
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the exclusive USO of a professional fee to meet all operating expenses.
including overhead and compensation, but not the actual cost of drug and

containei.'

Man y hospital pharmacists have developed a professional fee system

to be used in their hospitals. 7 ° These individuals report that the con-

cept has found acceptance with both the public and medical staff.

One hospital pharmacist" states:

This system incorporates two basic elements in the charge: the cost of the
medication and an added fee that will recover the expense of operating the

pharmac y and tlo share of the total hospital expense asunied by the pharmacy.
These two elemucists are combined into one charge to the patient.''

The professional fee concept should not be confused with the tra-

ditional retail theory of "mark-up" or ''margin." These two terms gen-

erally impl y that a per cent of the wholesale cost or selling price is

used as the basis for recovering all direct and indirect expenses.
Many pharmacists are of the opinion that, as a professional member

of the health team, the pharmacist should make a charge for his services

which is separate and distinct front cost of the medication and its

container. It is further argued that the fee concept is inure equitable to

and better understood by the patient since he is accustomed to paying

professional fees to doctors, dentists or lawyers.
The House of Delegates of the American Society of hospital Phar-

macists adopted the following resolution.12

Whereas the professional fee concept is recognized as a project consistent
with the objectives, basic truths and goals of the ASh Ii' statement oil for
Hospital Pharmacy, now therefore be it
RESOLVED that the Society urge the adoption of the professional fee concept
b y hospital phmrmnacists, and be it further
RESOLVED that the Societ y assist hospital pharmacists in adopting the profes-
sional fee concept by providing information in the American Journal of I hospital
Pharmacy, at continung education programs, and through related sources.

In order to make use of the fee concept in the pricing of prescriptions

the hospital pharmacist should become acquainted with all aspects of

his direct and indirect operating costs so that he ma y arrive at a ''fec'

which in fact will meet all operating expenses. The thought has been

advanced, in some cir:les, that it professional fee should be the same

for all pharmacists in an y one locality. Although this concept of stand-

ardizing the professional fee rates highly vchen one considers the public

relations aspect, it is not advisable according to sound business and

legal principles.
Reimbursement fur pharmaceutical services under Title XIX (L\Iedi-

caid) programs is now based upon "actual acquisition costs of the drug
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plus a fixed fee.	 he 'fixed fee' is the terrriioolo g v used b y the l"edeial
govern rnent for 'professional fee.'

At the present time, there rages within the profession a cuntiuversy
relative to the definition of the term 'aclujsition cost. 'The issue seems
to (enter around the role to he given to free goods. Special discounts
and direct purchasing credits in ascertaining the actual ac(luisitiun cost.

BREAK-EVEN POINT PRICING

:\ ii.c'ful tool in the overall til ysis of cost-volume-profit reLtioji-
s!:ips is the break-even point w hi l Ii is defined as that level at wnich
there is neither profit or loss.

Foulke t3 states that the existence of a break-even point is not a matter
of t lieorv but is a practical anal y tical factor which is useful in the
comparison of net sales, expenses and operating" \vithi n a hudget
to ascertain the necessary increase in net sales to jnstif c'Xpdrrsion of
plant or personnel and to determine the effect upon net profits b any
changes in personnel or material costs,

The application of the break-even principle has been applied to the
pricing of drugs both in the in-patient and out-patient pharmacies. 14

To adapt the break-even point to the pricing of drugs requires that
the pharmacist he in a posit on to ascertain the fixed and indirect
expenses of his department, and then he in a position to charge to the
dispensing unit its fair share of these expenses.

In general, the costs of a depiirtment of pharmacy should include its
proportionate cost of the hospital's administratjoi, maintenance and
housekeeping. depreciation of plant and equipment, and labor. These
figures ma y be obtained from the hospital's comptroller since the' are
usuall y required of him in the preparation of the hospital's annual
report to the Department of Public 1 health's Division of Hospitals, If
these figures are not available, the!) the pharmacist niav, with the co-
operation of the comptroller. determine them.

For example. the phtrmacv's share of the maintenance and house-
keeping costs ma y he determined b y calculating the total cost of these
services to the hospital and dividing this figure b y the total number of
square feet of flour space Litilizing these services, The resulti rig figure
is the Inainteautice and housekeeping costs per square foot. Dv taking
the total ii timber of square feet in the pharmacy dispensi rig unit and
mu ltipl\ ng by the maintenance-housekeeping cost per square foot, the
phai •acy dispensing unit thereby is charged with its fair share. The
actal cost of these services divided by the number of prescriptions
filled on an average da y results in the cost of these services per pre-
Script ion -
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1. Total cost of maintenance and housekeeping to the
hospital	 ............................................... $100,000

2. Total of number square feet in the hospital ............... 100.000

3. Miotenance-I lousekoeping costs per square loot ........ . $1.00
4. Pharmac y dispensing unit in square feet ................. 25
5. Maintenance-I lousekeepitig costs per sq. ft. of dispensing

unit (#3 multiplied b	 #4) ............................... $25.00

G. Number of p' 'scriptiOns filled daily .................... 100

7. .vlainte'mancu-1 housekeeping cost per prescription ........ . $25

Other indirect overhead costs such as the unit's share of administra-

tion, heat, light. water (I hese are not usually metered to each depart-
mont) may he similarly obtained by arriving at a common denominator
such as square feet or space; total number of personnel employed or
number of quota hours assigned to the department.

Depreciation of equipment and direct costs, such as the pharmacist's
time, cost of container and label, laundr y , etc., are readily calculable.

Once the direct and indirect operational costs are determined, to them
is added the cost of the container and the cost of the drug. The total
of these [actors represents the break-oven point.

COMPUTERIZED PRICING AND INVENTORY CONTROL

A computerized on-line pharmacy pricing and inventory control sys-
tem has been developed and is in use in a 940-bed hospital. The program
requires input of only four pieces of information: (1) patient number;

(2) drug identification number; (3) dose factor; and (4) total number of

doses dispensed.
In the pricing formula, the charge to the patient is calculated by

adding the product of the total cost of medication and the mark-up
factor to the product of the dose fee and the total number of doses

received.
The system is stated to have the following advantages: (1) the patient

or third part y pavor can be given an itemized bill for all pharmaceutical

charges; (2) the s ystem accounts for all medication costs whether or
not the are char;ed to the patient; (3) the revenue for the department
can be projected and adjusted accurately; (4) the charges are fair and

equitable: (5) the patient is charged for medication administered only;

and (6) the system produces accurate statistical reports for both the
pharmacy and financial de part mments. A major disadvantage is stated
to be time number of man-hours needed for the pricing function.'6

PUBLIC LAW 09-97 (MEDICARE)

'thisegislutiumi provides three programs for health insurance and
medical car, ommiler time Social Security Act.
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The basic rcspoiisibility for administration ol the insurance  prugrimin
is vested in the Secretary of I lenith and Unman Services. Vithjn his
authority, the administrative and operational responsibility will he in
the Social Securit y Administration with responsibilit y for (_ 'i fain
professional aspects in the Public Health Scm vice.

The Social Security Administration will make use of state agvlitics
and omgani-zations to assist in the administration of the program.

Inview of the fact that drugs I% ill be an utegial part of the (arc
rendered under these programs, it is essential that the hospital j)hmar-
macist familiarize himself with the basic requirements of each ill order
that he niav develop proper charge procedures for the drugs diSpens
to the enrollees. 	 ed

I. TITLE XVIII (A)—COMPULSORY HOSPITAL PROGRAM

The first of these programs, the compulsory hospital program:' be-
came effective July 1, 1966, and Provides the fulb:ving basic benefits
to about 19 million persons aged 65 or older:

I. In-pal/wi1 hospital scii/ct's— For up to 90 da y s in semi-private
accommodations during an illness. The patient pa ys the first S400
Of the costs. If he sta ys in the hospital for more than a 61)-day
period, he also i1S Sioo for each da y between 61st and Ytith
da ys, Ps ychiatric hospital ill-patient services are limited to 190
days during a lifetime.

2. Poslhospjtu/ c'.vtf'ndctl care sen-/ces For lip to 100 da y s. begin-
ning January 1. 1967. The patient pays $18 for erich da y over 20days.

3. Pus/hospital home lieu//li services—Nurses ' or technicians serv-
ices for tip to 100 home visits after discharge from a hospital or
extended care facility.

4. Out-patienf hospital cliaiwsjc SerL'jc5-___Patier i t pays S75 de-ductible and 2U° of any charges in excess of S7.5 during a 20-day
period.

Life-time resen-e--_Ljmited to 60 da ys during which the patient is
required to pay for services rendered up to S200 per day.

The "ill-patient hospital services" benefits include s drugs and bio-
logicals ordinarily furnished b y the hospital for the care and treatment
of in-patients, "Posthospital extended care services" include drugs and
biologicals ordinarily furnished by the nursing home. Drugs and bio-
logicals are presently excluded from coverage in the "posthospital home
health services:

The terms "drugs anti biologicals" are specifically limited b y the law
to drugs included (or approved for inclusion) in The United Slates
Pharmacopeia, The National Forip u/a ', The United States Homeo-
pathic Pharmacopeia, Aiv Drugs, or Accepted Dental Remedies, and
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drugs approved by the Pharmacyarid Therapeutics Committees of the

furnishing hospitals.
This program will be financed by increased social securit y payments.

Pa y ments for benefits will be made directly b y the Federal Government
to the providers of services who have entered into an agreement with
the Secretary of 1 lealth and 1 luman Services or by selected private
insurance cari 'rs who will act as intermediaries.

Ii. TITLE Will (B)—VOLUNTARY INSURANCE PROGRAM

The second of the programs, the "voluntar y insurance program," be-

came effective on July 1, 1966, and provides medical insurance for
persons 65 or over who elected to enroll under it at a cost of S3 each.
It was financed from premiums paid by the enrollees and by funds

appropriated b y the Federal Government. The services provided under

this program are:
1. Home health services for UI) to one hundred visits during a cal-

endar year.
2. Medical and other health services including:

a. Physicians' and surgeons' services, whether furnished in the
hospital, office, or home.

b. Diagnostic x rays and laboratory tests, electrocardiograms, and
other diagnostic tests.

C. Surgical dressings and splints: casts and other devices for re-
duction of fractures and dislocations: braces and artificial
limbs: prosthetic devices: rental of durable medical equipment
such as iron lungs, oxygen tents, hospital beds, and wheel-
chairs used in patients homes.

d. Ambulance services.
Pa y ment for these services will be made by the Federal Government

directly to the provider of such services or by private insurance carriers
based upon a co-payment factor. Drugs and biologicals are specifically
excluded from ''home health services." The y are onl y covered in the
''medical and other health services" if they cannot be self-administered
and if the y are furnished either as an incident to a physician's profes-
sional service or as a hospital service incident to a physicians service
tendered to outpatients.

III. i'Il'LE XIX—MEDICAID

Basicall y , 'l'itic XIX is an extended Kerr-Mills t y pe of program.

written, it will have the following effects:
1. Serve to foster the present "vendor payment' t y pe of svsteiii by

increasing tie amount of Federal matching funds under a formula
based on slate per capita income (ranges from 55 to 83%).
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2. Consolidit0 all state programs under one state administrator.
3. Broaden the Scope of state programs to include mci e people and

more services for rnan of these people h providing at least the
fol lowing services to those eligible:
a. in-patient hospital services
/. (lot-patient lie iital services
c. Other laborator v and x-ra y services
(I. Skilled florsi rig home service
e. Ph ysician's services

[rider this program the suppl y of drugs is optional. but it is felt that
roost states will elect to suppl y them.

Title NIX is potentially larger than lire other two Medicare programs
si nec it ithorizes arid encourages governmen[assis medical careto all persons receiving public assistance and to man y other persons
in need of medical aid regardless of age. It has been estimated that this
program Could ericom pass as many as 35 million people.

CONDITIONS OF PARTICIPATION

The roles governing the aspects of the Medicare program ire known
as the Conclilions of Puiticipation for Hosp 1/u/s. These were issued byIII( " Social Security Ari rninistruition after extensive consultation with
the Health Insurance Benefits Advisor y Cooncil—coninior i iy referredto as HIRAC.

Accord irrgiv. it is from this document that the following information
governing the Part ic ipat ion of hospitals anct allied health agencies is
obtained

General Hospitals

Since the Joint Commission oilAccreditation of Hospitals  has
adopted a requirement for utilization review, an y hospital accredited
Iw this group would generall y be conclusively presumed to meet all
the conditions for participation in the program.

The regulations also provide that accreditation b y the American Os-
teopathic Association or an y other national accrediting body. may also
he accepted if it is reasonable to do so as evidence that a hospital meets
snore or all of the conditions of participation

Further stipulations require the hospital to be licensed, certified or
approved b y the state (local law equivalents to licensing meet this
requirement) and it must substantially comply with regulations per-
taining to medical records, medical staff b-laws, pharmacy and ther-
apeutics committees to mention a few.

Further requirements necessary to the health and safel y of patientsma y be imposed by the Government: however, these health and safety
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requirements cannot be more strict than the comparable conditions
enforced by tile Joint Commission on Accreditation of Hospitals.

The regulatORS also permit the state to establish stricter requirements

if such are specified under its Federal-State midical assistance pro-
grams. These stricter requirement may be enforced by the sovereign

state even if they are not used in its own programs.

Psychiatric and Tuberculosis Hospitals

In order to avoid paving for care that is merel y custodial in nature,

the conditions of participation require that the institution:

(1) be accredited b y the joint Commnission on Accreditation of Hos-

pitals:
(2) maintain clinical records which are adequate to ascertain the de-

gree ad intensity of treatment furnished to the insured; and

(3) meet staffing requirements commensurate with those needed for
carrying out aim active treatment program.

The regulations also dictate that a distinct part of the institution may

participate as a psychiatric or tuberculosis hospital, if it meets the above
conditions, even though the institution of which it is a part does not.
Also, if time distinct part of the institution meets requirements equiv-
alent to accreditation requirements, it may quality under the program
even though the institution is not accredited.

Conditions of Participation for an Extended Care Facility

An extended care facility is liberally defined as a skilled nursing
home or a distinct part of an institution, such as a ward or wing of a

hospital.
An institution which is primarily for the care and treatment of mental

diseases or tuberculosis is excluded from the definition of an extended

care facility.
In general extended care facilities will be required to have an agree-

nient with a hospital for the transfer of patients and interchange of
medical records. This requirement may be waived where an extended
care facilit y has attempted, in good faith, to arrnng a transfer agreement
but failed and time State agency finds that the facilit y 's participation in
the hospital insurance program is in the public's interest and essential
to assuring necessar y care to the insured inhabitants of the community.

It should be emphasized that the requirement fo a transfer agreement
does not mean that a patient would have to he t ansferred between a
hospital and extended care facilit y which have such all
between them. A transfer agreement with an y hospital would qualify

I lie facility so that the patients extended care would be paid for if he
was admitted upon transfer from some other hospital.
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Since the extended care facihtv is expected to render high-qualit
convalescent and rehabilitative care, it must meet the fy i luwing re-
quirements. The' include:
(I) around-the-clock nursing services with at least one registered

nurse emplo yed full time:
(2) the availability of a ph ysician to cope with emergencies;
(3) utiliztjon review;
(4) proper methods for handling drugs: and
(5) the manitemiance of adequate medical policies, governing the nurs-

ing care and related services.

Conditions of Participation for a Home Health Agency

Visiting nurse organizations hospital-operated home-care services as
well as agencies specificall y established to provide a broad spectrum
of home health services are examples of home health agencies which
ma y qualify under the program. A private organization providing home
care oil profit basis ma y qualify if it is licensed, where State law
requires it, and if it meets specified standards.

In genera!, a home health agency in order to partipate will have to
be:

(1) publicly owned: or
(2) a nonprofit organization exempt from Federal taxation: or
(3) licensed and meet staffing requirements and other conditions and

standards prescribed b y regulation.
It should be recognized that not all institutions desiring to participate

will be certified for this purpose. Therefore, it w ill he possible for an
insured person to encounter a medical emergency and find that he is
admitted to a hospital not participating in the hospital insurance pro-
gram. In these situations, the law permits the pa y ment of benefits for
emergenc y hospital diagnostic: services or in-patient care until it is no
longer necessar y from a medical point of view to care for the patient
in a non-participating institution provided that the hospital agrees not
to charge the patient amounts (except the deductibles and co-insurance)
in addition to the program's pa y ments for covered services.

Conditions of Participation for Hospitals:
VIII Pharmacy or Drug Room

Drugs and biolo g icals furnished to hospital patients for their use
while in-patients will be paid for under the health insurance program
provided that the conditions of participation applicable to the phar-
mnimcv or drug room are complied with.

['he following are conditions of participation as the y appl y to time
hospital pharmacy.
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STANDARD A—PHARMACY suI'l:RvlsloN

There is a pharmacy directed b y a registered pharmacist or a drug room under

:oinpt!terit supervision.

The pIi.rmacis1 is trained in ttie udiniiiistr;itiun of nopital phiriii.icy.
The ph;irinacist is responsible to the adiniiiistratioii of the hospital
for developing, supervising, and coordinating all the activities ut the

pliariiiitcv department.
11 there is a drug room with no pharmacist, prescriptions are corn-
pounded by a qualified pharmacist elsewhere, and only storing and
distributing are done in the drug room. A consulting pharmacist
assists in drawing up the correct procedures. rules. and regulations
for the distribution of drugs. and visits the hospital on a regularly
scheduled basis iii the course of his duties. Whenever possible, the
pharmacist. in dispensing drugs. works from the prescriber's original
order or a direct copy.

Factor].
l'a(:lor 2

Factor .1.

STANDARD B—PHYSICAL FACILITIES

Facilities are provided for the storage, safeguarding, preparation, and dispens-

ing of drugs.

1ietor 1.

f'actor 2.

Factor S.

Factor -L

f"actor 5.

Drugs are issued to floor units in accordance with approved pci co's
and procedures.
Drug cabinets oil 	 nursing units are routinely checked b y the

pharmacist. All floor stocks are properly controlled.
'I'here is adequate space for all pharmacy operations and the storage
of drugs at a satisfactory location provided with proper lighting.
ventilation, and temperature controls.
If there is a pharmacy, equipment is provided for the compounding
and dispensing of drugs.
Special locked storage space is provided to meet the legal require-
ments for storage of narcotics, alcohol, and other prescribed drugs.

STANDARD C—PERSONNEL

Personnel competent in their respective duties are provided in keeping with
the size and activity of the department.

factor .1

factor 4

The pharmacist is assisted by an adequate number of additional
registered pharmacists and such other personnel as time activities of
the phacmac niav require to insure r1iialitv 1 diarinaceuticml services.

The pharmac y . depending upon the size aml scope Ut its operations.
is stalled liv the following categories of personnel:
(i) Chief pharmacist; ii) One or more assistant chief pharmacists:
(liii Staff pliirin.tcists: iv) Pharmac y residents fvlieri: a program has
been o:tivatcd; )v) Nun-professionally trained pharni;e:v helpers: t vil
Clerical help.
Provision is made for emergenc y pharmmeutii:el services.
If the hospital does not have a staff pharmacist. a consulting pli.ir-
imiacist has overall responsihmihitv for control j ill d distribution of drugs
and a designated individual(s) has responsibility for dav-to'd.my up-

oration of the pharmicv.

Factor 1

Iar:tor 2
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SL\N'IJAR[) V --RECORDS

Records are kept of the transactions of the pharmacy (or drug room) anil cor-
related with other hospital records where indicated. Such special re ords in'
kept as are iquired by law.
I-'aclar J. The ph,irm.icv establishes arid nintairis, in cooperation	 ith theiicountrng ( l 'l)artment. a sat isfactnrv S ystem of records and hook.

keeping in accordanc with the policies of the hospital for
(i) \tuntairung adequate control over the re(Itisitioolng and dt'pens-
mg of all drugs and pharmaceutjc	 supplies; Iii) Chargiria patientsfor drugs doll pharmaceutical supplies.

Factor 2. A record of the stock on hand and of the dispensing of all narcotic
drugs is mainta ill ed in such a manner that the disposition of ill,%.
particular iti' ni ma y be read liv traced.

Pun for 3. Records for prescription drugs dispensed to each patient (in-patients
and out-pdtienit) are maintained in the pharmacy or drug room corn-
taming the full name of the patient and the prescribing physician.
the prescript ion rnniber, the name and strength of the drug, the date
of issue, the expiration date for all time-dated medications, the lot
and control number of the drug, the name of the manufacturer (or
trademark) and (unless the ph ysician directs otherwise) the name of
the medical tomi dispensed.

Fan for . The label of each out-patient's individual prescription imiedicatioji
container bears the lot and control number of the drug, the name
and the manufacturer (or trademark) and (unless the ph y sician di-
rects otherwise) the name of the medication dispensed.

S't'AND.\Rr) E--CONTROL OF TOXIC OR
DANGEROUS DRUGS

Policies are established to control the administration of toxic or dangerous
drugs with specific reference to the duration of the order and the dosage.
Factor I. The medical staff has established a written policy that all toxic or

dangerous medications, not specifically prescribed as to tune or lum-
ber of (loses, will be automatically stopped after a reasonable time
limit set b y the staff.

[actor 2. The classificaiton urdinari!v thought of as toxic or dangerous drugs
are narcotics, sedatives anticoagnlants antibiotics, ox y toc-ics andCortisone.

STANDARD F—COMMITTEE

There is a committee of time medical staff to confer with the pharuc c; st ill
formulation of policies.

Factor 1. A Pharmacy and Therapeutics Committee (or equivalent conimittee(,
composed of physicians and pharmacists, is established in the hos-
pital and serves as the liaison between the medical staff and the
Pharmacist.

Foctor 2. The committee assists in the formulation of broad professional pol-
icies regarding the evaluation, appraisal, selection, procureinment,
storage, distribution, use, and safety procedures, and all other matters
relating to drugs.
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Factor 3

Factor 4

The committee performs the following specific functions:
(i) Serves as an advisory group to the hospital medical staff and the
pharmacist on matters pertaining to [he choice of drugs; (ii) Develops
and reviews periodically a formulary or drug list accepted for use in
the hospital: (iii) Establishes standards concerning the use and con-
trol of experimental drugs and research in the use of recognized
drugs: (iv) Evaluates clinical data concerning new drugs or prepa-
rations requested for use in the hospital; (v) Makes recommendations
concerning drugs to be stocked on the nursing unit floors and by
other services: (vi) Prevents unnecessary duplication in stocking the
same basic drug and its preparation.
The committee meets at least quarterly and reports to the executive
committee and the medical staff.

STANDARD G—DRUGS TO BE DISPENSED

Drugs dispensed are included (or approved for inclusion) in the United States
Pharmacopoeia, National Formulary, United States Homeopathic Pharmaco-
pew, New Drugs. or Accepted Dental Remedies (except for any drugs unfa-
vorably evaluated therein), or are approved for use by the Pharmacy and Ther-
apeutics Committee (or equivalent committee) of the hospital staff.

Factor 1. The pharmacist, with the advice and guidance of the Pharmacy and
Therapeutics Committee, is responsible for specifications as to qual-
ity, quantity, and source of supply of all drugs.

Factor 2. There is available a formulary or list of drugs accepted for use in the
hospital which is developed and amended at regular intervals by the
Pharmacy and Therapeutics Committee (or equivalent committee)
with the cooperation of the pharmacist (consulting or otherwise) and
the administration.

Factor3. The pharmacy or drug room is adequately supplied with preparations
so approvd.

ASHP GUIDELINES FOR IMPLEMENTING AND OBTAINING
REIMBURSEMENT FOR CLINICAL PHARMACEUTICAL

SERVICES21 *

During the past 10 years, pharmacies in institutions and other or-
ganized settings have been evolving from a product-centered structure
to a more service-oriented practice. This trend will continue as drug
therapy becomes more complex and sophisticated. Many innovative
pharmaceutical services have been described in recent literature. Ex-
amples of these services are formalized patient education sessions and
pharmacokirietic consultations. Many pharmacists are planning on ini-
tiating these arid other new programs in their institutions. However,
until these activities become the "norm," they may have to meet certain

'Approved by the .\SHP Board of Directors, November n–u, itisO. Originally de
-veloped by the ASHI' Task Force on Payment for Pharmacy Services: reviewed and

approved b y the ASHI' Council oil 	 Pharmacy and Therapeutics.
Copyright .' 1981. American Society of 1 lospital Pharmacists. Inc. All rights reserved.
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administrative req u irements. These are: (1) obtainin g approval from he
institutions administration for the provision of the service on a rout me
basis (along W ith the resources required): (2) delineating the ( osk of

the service and an appropriate pdtient charging mi lianisni: ml 3)
obtaining ret in bursement and pavnient for the provider.

The ASHP Task Force oi l
 for Pharmacy Services (1i on-

cludv.d that, general lv. there are no policies of Blue Cross plans, private
itisurjnc culnpailles, or other third-party carriers that prohibit their

reirnhursjn and paving provi lers for clinical pharmac y services I low-
ever, their support is predicated upon acceptance nid endorseinm

i t ofthe service b y the involved administrative and medical staffs (and, in
the case of those Levered b y private insurance plan desires. b y their des 	 to
have the service as a covered benefit of their plan).

This document presents a set of general guidelines for use ill obtain-

ing administrative support and subsequent reimbursement and pa y
-inent for a new pharmaceutical service. Often, many steps of the process

rna' be omitted Fur example, it should not he necessary to conduct a

prel rn mary trial of a widely accepted, though not universally adopted,

service (such as use of patient medication profiles). Likewise, it may
not he necessary to generate cost or other data if the y are available in
the literature or elsewhere. The context in which these guidelines are

written is that of a pharmacy director working in a hospital-_-t he y are
adaptable to other situations as well (such as a pharmacist providing

set "ices as part of a medical grou p practice).

Guidelines

Prepare, for the Provider's adniinistratjon a written proposal for a short-
term (e.g.. three-month) i mplementation project for the proposed service.
This document should include the following elements:
a. A clear. concise description of the service.

h. The rationale for the service. Include published references if available
c. Written support for the service b y the pharmacv, and therapeutics

comnnijttee and other appropriate parties (eg., infections committee
department of nursing).

d. The expected benefits of the service to pat ellis and the institution in
terms of costs and quality of care as measured by indices such as: (i)
decrease in Imigill of sta y : (n) decrease in the incidence of therapeutic
failures: (iii) decrease in drug expenditures.

e. Estimated start-up and operating expenses 311(1 revenue 5 of the service.P lus its personnel, equipment and material requirements.
Obtain formal approval of tile I m p lementation project from administra-tion.

,The term provider" refers to art 	 practitioner te.g . pharmacist) or orga-milzatiofl (e.g.. hospital or group practice).

bDepending upon the acceptance of the service within the health-care s ystem and incooperation with the provider's fiscal offices it
	 should be made if pa y mentfor the service can or should be received
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3. Initiate the project, keeping complete records of all expenses. outputs
(i.e., the number of patient consults or whatever quantitative measure is
appropriate). and man-hours devoted to it. 'Uhis information will be
needed in developing charges for the servim.e and for obtaining reim-

bursement and payment.

4 Upon its completion, prepare a report of the implementation pro j ect for

administration. This report should contain fiscal and workload data. in-
cluding total pharmacy cost per patient or service unit and a suggested
charge based on these data. In format i on nmi aice pta nce of t lie p rogrii in iry
patients and staff should be included, as should whatever measures of
its effectiveness (sue 1.d.) are possible. Thus report should also project
the manpower and financial resources needed to perform the service as

a regular p ha rniiicy function.

5. Obtain formal approval from administration to implement the service

provider-wide.

6. Assist the institution's administration and financial manager in devel-
oping the information needed to include the costs of the service in its

reimbursement agreements with third-party carriers. In obtaining this

reimbursement, certain administrative requirements (such as formal ap-

proval of the service by the pharmacy and therapeutics committee) may

have to be met.
7 It may be useful to prepare annual updates on the impact of the service

(reporting, for example, annual cost savings or decreased readmissions
over a baseline period). Annual assessments of the financial and man-

power requirements of the service also will he useful in preparing phar-

macy budgets.

These guidelines pertain to reimbursement and payment to institu-

tiojis or other organized providers for the costs of pharmaceutical serv-

ices. There may bi. circumstances under which pharmacists wish to

obtain direct reimbursement or payment, as independent practitioners,

for their services. The procedures outlined in this document, generally.

are applicable to these situations as well. It should be noted. however,

that such direct remuneration ma y be extremel y difficult to obtain and

may, in fact, possess certain disadvantages (such as substantial paper-

work requirements).

USE OF CHARGE CARDS

Most hospitals are reimbursed for prescription drugs—both in-patient

and out-patient--by third-party payors or a direct billing basis. Lately.

some institutions have begun to accept charge-card s ystems such as

Master Card arid Visa to cover not onl out-patient prescription drug

charges. but for all other services rendered by the hospital.

A no mnber of companies have been formed to act as prescri 1jtion

program administrators fur insurance companies, private firms, got'-

ernment agencies. HMO's and other organizations who offer their em-

plo y ees a prescription reimbursement program. These programs rep-

resent a fringe benefit to the emplo y ees. Also. it is to the advantage of
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he sponsoring firm to avoid the cost of estahl ish i rig and mon br in g a
reimbursement program and to have someone else perform this func-
tion. The pro edure fo! owed is that the outside contractor enters into
an agreement with a firm to so pplv identification cards and reinibitrse-
ment services for all that firms emplo y ees. The eniplovee then has the
prescription filled at a pharnmcv and uses the identification card to
pay for the prescription (general iv a co-pa y ment is involved

Tire P ha rmacist, in order to obtain reimbursement collects all such
o itience of prescription activit y and submits it to the contractor for
reimbursement in the aggregate via a prescription claim form. The con-
tractor tiler) processes each prescript ion claim on a computer. verifvi tig
product identification, costs. el igibil it\', anti completeness of data arid
reimburses the pharmacy for all valid clainis. The contractor then bills
the contracting firm, or its insurance carrier, for its services plus the
Lost of the prescription.
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Prepackaging in the Hospital

Prepackaging of drugs is not a new concept to the profession of phw-
macy. It has be( in practice since the apothecary of old grew his own
herbs and drugs and harvested and packaged them for sale. Many retail
pharmacies purchase various over-the-counter tablets and syrups in
bulk quantities and prepackage the material in smaller-sized containers.

In the hospital pharmacy, the concept of prepackaging is utilized in
both the large and the small hospital for it is, oftentimes, the means of
coping with the periods of peak demand for pharmaceutical service. In
the small hospital, the pharmacist may prepackage only those items
which he considers require too much time if filled only when called
for. In some hospital pharmacies, items which fall into this category
are narcotics barbiturates oil y products, heav y syrups or magmas.

Most large hospitals have found it economical to prepackage all ward
stuck items as well as the often prescribed tablets, capsules, syrups,
ointments and creams used both by the in-patients as well as the out-
patient clinics. Because of the scope of his phase of a large hospital
pharmacy operation, it often requires a separate work force, special
equipment, and detailed control procedures to ensure against the pos-
sibility of errors.

PREPACKAGING POLICY—ITS DETERMINATION

The decision as to what product and how much of it should be
prepackaged is one which can be made only after a comprehensive
study of the local situation. No rule of thumb can be reasonably stated
which would be applicable in a majority of the instances.

Some of the factors which must be considered are:

o. Demand for the product.
Is it a year 'round demand or is it a seasonal demand?
Is the demand one which originates from the clinics or the pa -
vilions?

Can this product be purchased in quantities to meet the demand,
Yet have it packaged in small units by the ma nufacturer at a price
lower tMn the hospital cost to prepackage the same item in a
similar container?

406
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Li. What size units should he packaged? Flow maiiv of each size?

'. What t y pe of containers and closures must he used in order to
maintain therapeutic integrity?

I. \Vliat special labeling will be required?
e. aii the item be machine packaged or must hand counting be

re orted to?
I \Vhat is the stabilitv of the product?

Is it dated?

I What will the unit cost of prepackaging amount to? Who should

pay it?

Those experienced with the problem are convinced thdt almost ever'
item in the pharmac y call prepackaged. This includes preparations
consideied to be free ward stock as well as the items prescribed as

charge drugs.
The size of each container of drug call be ascertained by con-

sulting the nursing service as well as the Pharmacy and Therapeutics
Committee. The nursing service can be most helpful in providing data
concerning the quantities and rate of use of such items as ward stock
h y pnotics, sedatives, antitussives, anliseptics, mouth washes, back rub
lotions, etc. On the other hand, the Pharmacy and Therapeutics Com-
mittee call a quota regarding the number of capsules and
tablets or volume of liquid preparations which may be sent to the
pavilions. The figure is usually included in tile published formularv
as the quantity to prescribe and is arrived at by a decision not to permit
more than a specific number of days of therapy on any one drug order.
In a niajoritv of hospitals. 20 to 25 capsules or tablets are considered
as adequate for hospitalized patients and are therefore the commonly
prepackaged sizes.

Insofar as prepackaging for the out-patient clinic is concerned, the
most important factor to be considered is the cycle for obtaining sub-
sequent appointments. If it is accepted hospital polic y to schedule

patients for appointments ever y 30 or 45 or 60 days, then tile quantity
of drug. if the therapy warrants it, should be sufficient to last until the
date of the subsequent appointment. Failure to do this will result in
burdening time patient b y forcing him to return to the hospital for an
o nschcdulcd appointment for the purpose of obtaining authorization
for a refill. Thus quantities of 50, 75 and 100 unit (loses ma y be pro-

j ),0kaged for clinic dispensing.
As has been previously stated, no set rule can be provided which

will be of universal value in determining the total volume of material
to be prepackaged. Some hospital pharmacists have developed a routine
whereby items are prepackaged in a volume estimated to last for a
period of 60 days, whereas others vary from as little as 30 days to as
much as 120 days. In this regard, a word of caution must be interjected-
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namely, an extremely large volume of prepackaging of a single item
may be quite risky should the use fall off or be jeopardized by reports
of adverse reactions resulting from its use. The prepackaged items may
not be returned to the manufacturer for credit and may become a total
loss to the hospital.

PREPACKAGING OPERATION

In the small hospital, the prepackaging operation is usually accom-
plished by the staff pharmacist with the assistance of a part-time helper.
This is a practical approach to the problem when the volume is not
great for it permits the pharmacist to remain busy throughout the work
week. Under these circumstances, no special area need be set aside nor
is there the need for any special counting equipment other than manual
tablet counters or moderately sensitive scales for weighing.

Hospitals requiring large scale prepackaging operations have found
it feasible to establish a separate unit for this facet of the total operation.
Here, a separate lay work force is marshalled under the supervision of
a pharmacist, and the monumental task is undertaken with the assist-
ance of automatic filling machines for liquid preparations, automatic
tablet and capsule counters and automatic labeling machines,

In between these two extremes lies the majority of the hospitals. That
is, the volume is too great for a total hand operation, yet too small for
a separate automated division within the department proper. Here, the
pharmacy staff usually rotates the responsibility for maintaining a sup-
ply of prepackaged goods. Oftentimes, the pharmacist may have avail-
able the assistance of lay personnel already on the pharmacy payroll,
other staff pharmacists during off-peak hours, or members of the vol-
unteer staff in the hospital.

The prepackaging of drugs in this type of operation usually makes
use of some semi-automatic packaging aids such as the various types
of automatic and electronic tablet and capsule counters, automatic fill-
ing and capping machines, pipetting machines, and semi-automatic
labeling equipment. Figure 71 demonstrates one such piece of equip-
ruent—the King "Dispensa" electronic tablet and capsule counter.

Although the above-mentioned equipment is intended for use in the
larger hospital, there is on the market a number of units intended for
use in the small hospital. This is particulary true with the various tablet
counters.

TYPES OF CONTAINERS

The literaure is amply documented l . 2 with the pros and cons asso-
ciated with the choice of container for dispensing pharmaceuticals.
This controversy was made possible by the advent of the plastic con-
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Ak

fig. 71. The King Dbpensa	 Courtes y of ModtiIr Pcgng Ssslerns. Inc..
E. Hanoser, N

tamer, the plasticized paper or cardboard package, and the strip pack-
age. Those opposed to the use of these modern packaging aids often
cite the requirements of the United States Pharmucopela and National
Formular,v which direct that the official preparations be packaged.
stored and preserved in air-tight, light-resistant containers.

The general claim is usuall y based Upon the observation that some
plastic containers do not meet the standards of moisture vapor trans-

A
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mission set for well-closed containers, that volatile oils and certain
dyes migrate through the walls of polyethylene containers, and that
"plastic containers" do not withstand heat sterilization.

A sophisticated study of the literature will quickly dispel man y of
these observations for, in fact, high density polyethylene containers do
protect against migration of volatile oils, do measure up to high stand-
ards ill the moisture vapor transmission tests, and can be subjected to
heat sterilization.

Although plastic materials do all these things, it is the considered
opinion of many that they still do not fully meet the requirements of
the official compendia.

Despite these generally divergent views, the ASHP Technical As-
sistance Bulletin on Single Unit and Unit Dose Packages of Drugs pro-
'ides the following information:3

ASHP TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE BULLETIN ON SINGLE UNIT
AND UNIT DOSE PACKAGES OF DRUGSa

Drug packages must fulfill four basic functions: (1) identify their
contents completely and precisely; (2) protect their contents from del-
eterious environmental effects (e.g., photodecomposition); (3) protect
their contents from deterioration due to handling (e.g., breakage, con-
tamination); (4) permit their contents to be used quickly, easily, and
safely. Modern drug-distribution systems use single unit packages to a
great extent and, in fact, such packages are central to the operation of
unit dose systems, intravenous admixture services, and other important
aspects of pharmacy practice. These guidelines have been prepared to
assist pharmaceutical manufacturers and pharmacists in the develop-
ment and production of single unit and unit dose packages, the use of
which has been shown to have substantial benefits.

A single unit package is one which contains one discrete pharma-
ceutical dosage form, i.e., one tablet, one 2-ml volume of liquid, one
2-8 mass of ointment, etc. A unit dose package is one which contains
that particular dose of the drug ordered for the patient. A single unit
package is also a unit dose or single dose package if it contains the
particular dose of the drug ordered for the patient. A unit dose package
could, for example, contain two tablets of a drug product.

Approved by the ASHP Board of Directors, November 14-15. 1984. Revised by the
ASHP Council n Clinical Affairs. Supersedes the previous version, which was approved
on March 31—April 1, 1977.

Copyright © 1985. American Society of Hospital PharinacLsts, Inc. All rights reserved.
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General Considerations

Packaging Materials. Packaging materials (and the package itself)
must possess the ph ysical characteristics required to protect the con-
tents from (as required) light, moisture, temperature, air, and handling.
The material should not deteriorate during the shelf life of the contents.
Packages should he of lightweight, nunbulkv materials that do not pro-
duce toxic fumes when incinerated. Materials that ma y be recycled or
are biodegradable, or both, are to be preferred over those that are not.
Packaging materials should not absorb, adsorb, or otherwise deleteri-
ouslv affect their contents. Information should he available to practi-
tioners indicating the stabilit y and compatibility of drugs with various
packaging materials.

Shupe and Form. Packages should he constructed so that they do not
deteriorate with normal handling. They should be easy to open and
use, and their use should require little or no special training or expe-
rience. Unless the package contains a drug to be added to a parenteral
fluid or otherwise used in compounding a finished dosage form, it
should allow the contents to he administered directly to the patient (or
IPPB apparatus or fluid administration set) without any need for re-
packaging into another container or device (except for arnpuls).

Label Copt: Current federal labeling requirements must be adhered
to, with attention also given to the items below. The desired cop y and
format are as follows:

Nonproprietary Name
(and propietarv name, if to he shown)

Dosage Form (if special or other than oral)
Strength

Strength of Dose and Total Contents
Delivered

(e.g.. no of tablets and their total dose)
Special Notes (e.g., refrigerate)

Expiration Date
Control Number

.Vonproprietar;' and Proprietary 1Van ye(s). The nonproprietary name and
the strength should be the most prominent part of the package label. It
is not necessary to include the proprietary name, if an y , on the package.
The name of the manufacturer or distributor should appear on the pack-
age. Iii addition, the name of the manufacturer of the finished dosage
form should be included in the product labeling. The style of type should
be chosen to provide maximum legibility, contrast, and permanence.
Dosage Form. Special characteristics of the dosage form should be a part
of the label, e.g., extended release. Packages should be labeled as to the
route of administration if other than oral, e.g., topical use. In a package
containing an injection, the acceptable injectable route(s) of administra-
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tion should be stated on both outer and inner packages, i.e., both on the
s yringe unit and carton (if any).

3. Strength. Strength should be stated in accordance with terminology in
the Anierjco, Hospitol Form u/cry Service. The metric system should be
used, with dosage forms formulated to provide the rounded-off figures
in the USP table of approximate equivalents and expressed in the smallest
whole number.
Micrograms should be used through 999, then milligrams through 990,
then grams. Thus, 300 mg, not 5 gr, nor 325 mg, nor 0.3 g; 60 nig, not 1
gr. nor 0.06 g. nor 64.5 mg, nor 65 mg: 400 g, not 1/150 gr, nor 0.4 mg.
nor 0.0004 g; ml (milliliters) should be used instead of cc (cubic centi-
meters).

4. Strength of Dose and Total Contents Delivered. The total contents and
total dose of the package should be indicated. Thus, a unit dose package
containing a 600-mg dose as two 300-mg tablets should be labeled: 'Gao
M g (as two 300-mg tablets)." Likewise, a 500-mg (lose of a drug in a liquid
containing ioo mg/mI should be labeled: 'Delivers 500 mg (as 5 ml of
100 mg/ml)."

5. Special Notes. Special notes such as conditions of storage (e.g., refrig-
erate), preparation (e-g., shake well, moisten), and administration (e.g..
not to be chewed) that are not obvious from the dosage form designation
are to be included oil 	 label.

6. Expiration Date. The expiration date should be prominently visible on
the package. If the contents must be reconstituted prior to use, the shelf
life of the final product should be indicated. Unless stability data warrant
otherwise, all expiration dates should fall during January and July to
simplify product recall procedures.

7. control A'umberILot Number). The control number should appear on the
package.

Product Jdezz/j/jcajion Codes. The use of product i dentification codes,
appearing directly on the dosage form, is encouraged.

Evidence of Entry. The package should be so designed that it is ev-
ident, when the package is still intact, that it has never been entered
or opened,

Specific Considerations

Oral Solids.
1. Blister Package. A blister package should

a. Have an opaque and nonreflective backing (flat upper surface of pack-
age) for printing,

b. Have a blister (dome or bubble) of a transparent material that is,
preferably, flat bottomed.

c. Be easily peelable, and
d. If it contains a controlled substance, be numbere d sequentially for

accountability purposes.
2. Pouch Package. A pouch package should

a. Have one side opaque and nonreflective for printing,
b. Be easil deliverable, i.e., large tablets in large pouches, small tablets

in small pouches.
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c. Tear from any point or from multiple locations, and

d. If it contains 1 controlled substaiue, be numbered sequentially for
accountability purposes.

3. The packages should be such that contents can he delivered directl y to
the patients mouth or hand.

Oral Liquids.
1. The packages should be filled to deliver the labeled contents. It is rec-

ognized that overfilling will be necessar y , depending on the shape of the
container, the container material, and t lie formulation of the dosage form.

2. The label should state the contents as follows: Delivers .____nig (or g or
p,g) in __..ml.

3. If reconstitution is required, the amount of vehicle to he added should
he indicated. These directions ma y take the form of fill to mark on
container'' in lieu of stating a specific volu 1(0.

4. S y ringe-t y pe containers for oral administration should not accept a needle
and should he labeled 'For Oral Use On ''ly.

5. Containers should be designed to permit administration of the contents
directly from the package.

Injeclabics.
The device shall be appropriatel y calibrated 113 nililiters and scaled from

the tip In the fill line. Calibrated space ma y be bsult into the device to
permit addition of other drugs. The label should state the contents as
follows: Delivers	 mg ((Jr g in .tg) in .__nl.

2. An appropriate-size needle ma y be an integral part of the device. The
needle sheath should not he the plunger. 'l'lio pIn nger should be me-
chanically stable in the barrel of the syringe.

3. The device should he of such a design that it is patient-read y and assembly
instructions are not necessary.

4. The sheath protecting the needle should be a nonpenetrable, preferably
rigid material, to protect personnel from injury. The size of the needle
should be indicated.

5. The device shall be of such a design that easy and visible aspiration is
possible. It should be as compact as possible and to such a size that it

call 	 easil y handled.

Pareteral Solutions and Additives

1. The approximate till and osniolaritv of parenteral solutions should he
stated on the label. The amount of overfill also should be noted. Electro-
lyte solutions should be labeled in both meq (or nillimole) and mg con-
centrations. Solutions commonl y labeled in ternis of percent Concentra-
tions, e.g., dextrose, should also be labeled in w/v terms.

2. Parenteral fluid container labels should be readable when hanging and
when upright or in the normal manipulative position.

3. Drugs to be mixed with parenteral infusion solutions should be packaged
into convenient sizes that minimize the need for solution transfers and
other manipulations.

4. Partially filled piggy back-type containers should
a. Be recappable with a tamperproof closure,
b. Have a hanger,
c. Have solume markings,
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d. Be designed to minimize the potential for contamination during use.

and
e. Contain a partial vacuum for ease of reconstitution.

5. If an administration set is included with the container, it should be corn-
patible with all large-volume parenteral delivery systems.

Other Dosage Forms—Ophthalmic's, Suppositories, Ointments, etc.
Dosage forms other than those specifically discussed above should be
adequately labeled to indicate their use and route of administration
and should adhere to the above and other required package labeling
and design criteria.

The following excerpts from ASHP Technical Assistance Bulletin on
Hospital Drug Distribution and Control"' are useful to the student:

ASHP TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE BULLETIN ON HOSPITAL
DRUG DISTRIBUTION AND CONTROL

(10)Medication Containers, Labeling and Dispensing.' Inpatient Mccl-
ications, Drug products should be as ready for administration to the
patient as the current status of pharmaceutical technology permits.
Inpatient medication citainers and packages should conform to ap-
plicable USP requirments and the ASHP guidelines.

Inpatient self-care and 'discharge" medications should be labeled as
outpatient prescriptions (see below).

(11) Medication Containers, Labeling and Dispensing: Outpatient
Medications. Outpatient medications must be labeled in accordance
with state board of pharmacy and federal regulations. As noted, med-
ications given to patients as "discharge medication" must be labeled
in the pharmacy (not by nursing personnel) as outpatient prescriptions.

The source of the medication and initials of the dispenser should be
noted on the prescription form at the time of dispensing. If feasible,
the lot number also should be recorded.

An identifying check system to ensure proper identification of out-
patients should be established.

Outpatient prescriptions should be packaged in accordance with the
provisions of the Poison Prevention Packaging Act of 1970 and ally
regulations thereunder. They must also meet any applicable require-
inents of the USP.

Any special instructions to or procedures required of the patient
relative to the drug's preparation, storage, and administration should
be either a part of the label or accompany the medication container
received by the patient. Counseling of the patient sufficient to ensure
unclerstandingand compliance (to the extent possible) with his med-
ication regimen must be conducted. Nonprescription drugs, if used in
the institution, should be labeled as any other medication.
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LAIWLIN(;

The ASI IP Technical Assistance Bulletin on Hospital Drug Distri-
bution and Cont rol states the following:10

() .lIec/icution con tuiiwrs, Labeling tin CI Dispensing. Stock con-
!uiflers. The pharmacist is responsible for labeling medication con-
tainers. Medication labels should be t y ped or machine-printed. Label-
ing with pen or pencil and the use of adhesive tape or china marking
pencils should be prohibited. A label should not be superimposed on
another label. The label should be legible and free from erasures and
strikeovers. It should be firmeR' affixed to the container. The labels for
stock containers should he protected from chemical action or abrasion
and bear the name, address, and telephone number of the hospital.
Medication containers and labels should not be altered b y any one other
than pharmacy personnel. Prescription labels should not be distributed
outside the pharmacy. Accessory labels and statements (shake well,
ma y not be refilled, and the like) should be used as required. Any
container to be used outside the institution should bear its name, ad-
dress, and phone number.

Important labeling considerations are:
1. The metric s ystem should he given prominence on all labels when

both metric and apothecary measurement units are given.
2. The names of all therapeutically active ingredients should he in-

dicated in compound mixtures.
3. Labels for medications should indicate the amount of drug or

drugs in each dosage unit (e.g., per 5 ml., per capsule).
4. Drugs and chemicals in forms intended for dilution or reconsti-

tution should carry appropriate directions.
5. The expiration date of the contents, as well as proper storage

conditions, should be clearly indicated.
6. The acceptable route(s) of administration should be indicated for

parenteral medications.
7. ].abets for large-volume sterile solutions should permit visual in-

spection of the container contents.
8. Numbers, letters, coined names, unofficial synonyms, and abbre-

viations should not be used to identify medications, with the
exception of approved letter or number codes for investigational
drugs (or drugs being used in blinded clinical studies).

9. Containers presenting difficulty in labeling, such as small tubes,
should be labeled with no less than the prescription serial number.
name of drug, strength, and name of the patient. The container
should then be placed in a larger carton bearing a label with all
necessary information.

10. The label should conform to all applicable federal, state, and local
laws and regulations.
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11. Medication labels of stock containers and repackaged or prepack-
aged drugs should carry codes to identify the source and lot num-
ber of medication,

12. Nonproprietary name(s) should be given prominence over pro-
prietary names.

13. Amount dispensed (e.g., number of tablets) should be indicated.
The labeling of the various prepackaged drugs must be considered

as one of the most important steps in the entire operation, yet, unfor-
tunately, too many hospital pharmaciststake this step for granted. Con-
sider the following implications which may result from improperly
labeled units.

1. If the preparation of the label to be applied to a particular batch
of prepackaged drug is wrong, then every container in the lot, whether
it be 50 units or 500 units, is also improperly labeled. This could lead
to innumerable incidents on the pavilions and thereby cast reflections
upon the accuracy of the pharmacy staff.

2. Insufficient information on the label may cause the nurse or phy-
sician or even the patient to make unnecessary and time-consuming
telephone calls to the pharmacy.

3. Improperly or inaccurately labeled containers are an indication
that the safety controls and checks are not functioning adequately.

4. In case of a drug recall by the manufacturer, it may be difficult to
remove the affected containers from circulation due to the insufficient
data on the label.

5. Labels which are ambiguous may lead to medication errors or may
mislead the prescriber as to its contents.

One hospital pharmacist4 utilizes a 1/4 X 2-inch pressure sensitive
label upon which is printed the following information:

Proprietary name	 Pharmaceutical classification
Generic name	 Description of the product
Strength	 Control number

The finished label in this instance is quite informative and in itself
has a number of built-in checks against improper package contents and
the possible administration of the wrong medication to a patient. Figure
72 is an example of this type of label.

Labeling a medication container with the generic name of the product
is considered to be proper. However, the use of a brand or proprietary
name other than the one which actually describes the contents is never
proper; as a matter of fact it may be considered to be fraudulent. It is
also considered to be improper if the proprietary name is used in such
a manner as to imply that the contents are the same, although every
one concerned knows that they are of a different make.

The format in Figure 73 has been recommended for the labeling of
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0	 DORIDEN TABLETS	 0
0
a-	 (Glutethimide)
2.

500 mg

—Sedative—
(White, scored tablets)

ABC HOSPITAL PHARMACY

Fig. 72

NON—PROPRIETARY NAME & STRENGTH 	 a
a
2.	 Note for information of Staff: Order for

PROPRIETARY NAME & STRENGTH

Filled as per formulary policy; contents are

the same basic drug as prescribed but may

be of another brand.

Fig. 73

medication containers in the hospital in order to overcome the above

situations.
Because many drugs which are prepackaged in the hospital bear an

expiration date, it is advisable to include this on an ancillar y label.

Although some hospital pharmacists feel that this is not needed because

of the rapid consumption of drugs in the hospital and the fact that the
proper control record will provide this information, it is suggested that
the hospital prepackaging operation should comply with the rules set
for manufacturers or other prepackagers of drugs.

In this regard, it is of interest to note that the regulations governing
the location of expiration dates on labels of drug packages appeared in
the Federal Register of July 16. 1958 and reads as follows:

3.507 Location of Expiration Date in Drug Labeling. Drugs which require an
expiration dale should show the expiration date oil the immediate container.
When the immediate container is packaged in an individual carton, the expi-
ration date should also be placed on the carton. When single dose containers
are packed in single cartons, the expiration date may properly appear on the
carton only......
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For Ihe benefit of the student or those who wish to, for the first time,
establish a prepackaging program, the following is a program of labeling
which when pursued will provide the safety and control needed in a
successful operation.

Step One.—Using a marking or printing machine, prepare the proper
number of self-adhering labels hearing the following information:

a. Date of prepackaging by month and year.
e.g. 8/79.

b. On the next line insert the name of the manufacturer.
c. On the third line insert the control number assigned by the man-

ufacturer..
d. If the item is a dated product, place the expiration date on the far

right of the first line, e.g. 8/79 (on left), 9/80 (on right).
Thus the completed tag will appear as shown in Figure 74.
This tag is then affixed to the container and is not to be removed by

nursing or pharmacy personnel. Whenever dry goods are packaged, time
label is placed oil inside of the cap of the capsule or tablet vial thus
reducing the temptation to remove it.

Step Two—Again using a marking or printing machine prepare the
proper number of self-adhering labels bearing the following informa -
tion:

a. Date of prepackaging by month and year.
b. Name and strength of the drug.
c. Unit cost—coded if desirable.
a'. Unit selling price.
e. Number of capsules on far right of the first line.
Thus, the finished tag appears as shown in Figure 75 and is affixed

to the outside of the container.
Step Three—Affix any ancillary labels which are required, e.g. for

the Eye; for the Nose; Refrigerate, etc.
Step Four—When time unit is dispensed, the tag described in Step

Two is removed from the container and affixed to the prescription or
to the medication order slip.

879	 9/80

ROCHE

8B13980A

Fig 74
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879	 100

Suisoxazole

05 gm

12501

$4 Co

Fig. 75

Many pharmacists have expressed the opinion that this final Step is
unnecessary and is burdensome: however it serves the purpose of af-

fordin g the checking pharmacist another visible means (in addition to
the characterstiC color or shape of the dispensed product) of ascertain-

ing aCCUraCY.
Recently a national survey" was conducted to determine the policies

of hospital pharmacies regarding expiration dates for repackaged phar-
maceuticals. The results were that less than one third of the responding
institutions followed the current FDA recommendations for dating oral
solids repackaged from bulk. Almost one quarter used the manufac-
turers date. Only 5.6% of the hospitals used more conservative dating.
Similar percentages were found for the dating of oral liquids. One third
of the hospitals used 30 to 00 days to date repackaged injectables.

The Control Record

Besides accurate and comprehensive labeling practices it is essential
that the pharnlacst maintain a written control record. Many different
varieties of records may be kept: that is, sheets, cards, books, etc. What
is important is the information which appears oil 	 records.

Miller' recommends the use of a control card upon which is tran-
scribed the following information:

a. Item packaged
b. Manufacturer's control number
c. Total number of units
d. Size of each unit
e. Identity of the prepacker
I Identity of the checker
g. T y pe of container and closure

Figure 76 is an example of one type of prepackaging record. Of interest
here is the fact that a separate sheet is used for each product prepack-
aged and should be retained for a period of one year after the last entry.
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Strip Packaging

In discussing the various methods of drug distribution in the hospital
(Chap. 13), reference was made to the commercial availability of many
drug products in strip packages. The pharmaceutical industry has made
many drugs available to the hospital pharmacy in prepackaged strips
of 5 tablets or capsules, rolls of 25 and rolls of 100. Each strip of 5 is
then placed in a bulk dispensing carton, whereas the rolled strips are
packaged in cardboard reel-type dispensing packages.

In spite of industry's good intentions, there still remains a large numn-
ber of drugs, in common hospital use, that are not strip packaged. Thus,
some hospital pharmacists have, in cooperation with industrial pack-
agers, sought to develop a practical yet inexpensive means of strip
packaging within the hospital. One such study at the University of
Kentucky Medical Center 6 has resulted in the development of both a
machine and a program.

In describing the project, the authors state that the operational prin-
ciples of the machine are basic:

Two strips of packaging material are fed through the machine from reds
mounted on each side. As this packaging material is pulled into the meshing
crimp rollers: (1) the packaging material is labeled where the pocket is to be
formed; (2) the tablet or capsule is placed in position to be entrapped in the
pocket; (3) the two strips of packaging material are sealed around the tablet or
capsule to form the pocket and are then pulled from the heated crimp rollers.
Thus, the three phases of the packaging operation are completed.

The packa g ing machine is known as the Una-Strip Packer.
Prior to undertaking such a program, the hospital pharmacist should

undertake studies to ascertain the volume of drugs which must be
prepackaged. He must develop a satisfactory label to comply with all
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legal requirements, a nd finally he must select the proper packaging
material to protect the product against air, moisture, and light.

A comparison of five hospitals to determine labor savings if single
unit packaged medications replaced those now prepared and dispensed
from bulk containers revealed the following figures:'

(a) Estimated labor cost per dose in the pharmacy for existing methods av-
eraged 1.131 cents while the unitdose average was 1.33 cents. For nurses,
the figures were 14.6 cents and 14 cents respectivel y. This represents a
cost of 16.2 cents per dose for existing methods as opposed to 14.3 cents
for unit dose.

h) There was a direct labor savings of two cents per unit with single-dose
dispensing over existing bulk-methods, versus an average cost increase
of one cent per single-unit of medications over conventional bulk con-
tainers.

Because many hospital pharmacists operating in a large medical cen-
ter prefer for reasons of availability and economy to repackage oral
solids and liquids in single unit and unit close packages, it is important
that certain precautions be undertaken to assure the integrity of the
final package. In a collaborative effort the American Society of Hospital
Pharmacists and the American Societ y of Consultant Pharmacists de-
veloped a set of guidelines for repackaging oral medications in single
unit and unit dose packages. The following is a verbatim, presentation

of these Guidelines."

ASHP TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE BULLETIN ON REPACKAGING
ORAL SOLIDS AND LIQUIDS IN SINGLE UNIT AND UNIT
DOSE PACKAGESa

To maximize the benefits of a unit dose drug distribution system, all
drugs must be packaged in single unit or unit dose packagesY However,
not all drugs are commercially available in single unit (or unit dose)
packages. Therefore, the institutional pharmacist must often repackage
drugs obtained in bulk containers (e.g., bottles of 500 tablets) into single
unit packages so that they may be used in a unit dose system.

'Revised by the ASHP Iloard of Directors, November 16-17. 1978. This document was
developed originally by a loint working group of the American Society of Hospital Phar-
macists and the American Society of Consultant Pharmacists and representatives of the
drug packaging industr y. The original document subsequently was approved officially
by the boards of directors of ASHP and ASCP. The Food and Drug Administration
reviewed the original document and commended ASHP and ASCP for developing the
Guidelines.

Cop y right © 1983. American Society of Hospital Pharmacists. Inc. All rights reserved.
5A single unit package is one which contains one discrete pharmaceutical dosage form,

C 5_ one tablet, one 5-ml volume of liquid. etc. A unit dose package is one which contains
the particular dose of drug ordered for the patient. A single unit package is a writ Jose
(or single dose) package ifit contains that particular dose of drug ordered for the patient.
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Certain precautions must be taken if the quality of drugs repackaged
by the pharmacist is to be maintained. The guidelines presented herein
will assist the pharmacist in developing procedures for repackaging
drugs in a safe and acceptable manner.

1. The packaging operation should be isolated, to the extent possible, from
other pharmacy activities.

2. Only one drug product at a time should be repackaged in a specific work
area. No drug products other than the one being repackaged should be
present in the immediate packaging area. Also, no labels other than those
for the product being packaged should be present in the area.

3. Upon completion of the packaging run, all unused stocks of drugs and
all finished packages should be removed from the packaging area. The
packaging machinery and related equipment should then be completely
emptied, cleaned and inspected before commencing the next packaging
operation.

4. All unused labels (if separate labels are utilized) should be removed from
the immediate packaging area. The operator should verify that none re-
main in the packaging machine(s). If labels are prepared as part of the
packaging operation, the label plate (or analogous part of the printing
apparatus) should be removed or adjusted to "blank" upon completion
of the run. This will help assure that the correct label is printed during
any subsequent run. There should be a procedure to reconcile the number
of packages produced with the number of labels used (if any) aridior
destroyed (if any) and the number of units or volume of drug set forth to
be packaged.

5. Before beginning a packaging run, an organoleptic evaluation (color, odor,
appearance and markings) of the drug product being repackaged should
be made. The bulk container should also be examined for evidence of
water damage, contamination or other deleterious effects.

6. All packaging equipment and systems should be operated and used in
accordance with the manufacturer's or other established instructions.
There should be valid justification and authorization by the supervisor
for any deviation from those instructions on the part of the operator.

7. The pharmacist should obtain data on the characteristics of all packaging
materials used. This information should include data on the chemical
composition, light transmission, moisture permeability, size, thickness
(alone or in laminate), recommended sealing temperature and storage
requirements.

8. Unit dose packages and labels should, to the extent possible, comply with
the American Society of Hospital Pharmacists' "Guidelines for Single
Unit and Unit Dose Packages of Drugs."'

9. Whenever feasible, a responsible individual, other than the packaging
operator, should verif y that: (a) the packaging system (drug, materials,
machines) is set up correctly and (b) all procedures have been performed
properly. Ultimate responsibility for all packaging operations rests with
the pharmacist.

10. Control records of all packaging runs must be kept. 'these records should
include the following information: (1) complete desi:ri plion 01 the prod -
uct, i.e., name, strength, dosage form, route of administration, etc.; (21
the product's manufacturer or supplier: (3) control miumber: (4) the phar-
macy's control number if different from the manufacturer's: (5) expiration
dates of the original container and the repackaged product; (6) number
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of units packaged and the date( s ) the y were packaged: (7) initials of the

operator and checker (if an y ): (8) a sample ofthe label and, if feasible, a

sample of the finis ged package which should not be discarded until after

the expiration (late and which should be examined periodicall y for signs

of deterioration: (9) description (including lot number) of the packaging

materials and equipnient used.

11. It is the responsibilit y of the pharmaci s t. taking into account the nature

of the drug repackaged, the characteristics of the package, and the storage
conditions to which the drug mas' he suhjected, to determine the expi-
ration date to be placed oil package. This date must not be beyond

that of the original package.

12. .-\ll drugs should be packaged and stored in a temperature- and humidit y -

controlled environment to minimize degradation caused by heat and

moisture. A relative humidit y of 75% at 23 C should not be exceeded.

Packing materials should be stored in accordance with the manufacturer's

instructions and any applicable regulations.

13. Written procedures (both genera] and product-specific) governing re-
packaging operations should be prepared and updated as required. Any
deviation from these procedures should be noted and explained on the
control record. Operators must understand the procedures (and operation

of all packaging equipment) before commencing the run.

14. Applicable FDA and USP requirrnents concerning the type of package

required for specific drug products must be followed.

15. Drugs and chemicals with high vapor pressures should be stored sepa-
rately from other products in order to minimize cross contamination.
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QuALI'rY CONTROL GUIDELINES FOR SINGLE PACKAGING

OF PARENTERALS

The primary manufacturer of a product is liable for the qualit y and

safety of his product until such time as another party assumes the

responsibility from him. In the hospital pharmacy the manufacturer

may be relieved of his responsibility for the product whenever the

hospital pharmacist undertakes to repackage it. Thus, to repackage and

store these products without an adequate quality control program may

result in a lawsuit for the hospital.

A good qualit y control program should concern itself with the details

involved in container selection in order to eliminate stabilit y and com-

patibilit y programs arising from a reaction with Capping material or

even the plunger tip. Contamination of the parenteral solution must he

For specific recommendations on expiration-date policy. see reference 2.

i
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guarded against from such sources as personnel, environment, and con-
tainers. Vials and syringes should be checked for accuracy of calibration
in order that the amount of overfill be ascertained.

The filling process should be performed under a laminar airflow hood
and detailed records should be maintained.
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